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It is a great honor and pleasure for me to participate with you
in the 11th annual Conference of The International Association for Japan
Studies and address the distinguished audience on this memorable occasion.
Our gathering last year, which was an anniversary conference, was held
at Kyoto Women’s University in December and closed successfully. We are
Actually we have just returned to the home place. I am deeply grateful for
the heart-felt contributions of Professor Job Bradely, the organizer, Professor
Charles Cabell, and other stuff members of Toyo University who helped
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delighted to have the opportunity to hold this conference in Tokyo again.

make today’s conference possible.
Toyo University has highly been recommended as the ideal
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venue for this conference of research reports. I am sure you know that Toyo
of Buddhist thinking and the popularization of philosophy. I have heard
that in 1887, two years after Enryou Inoue graduated from Tokyo University,
he founded the institute of philosophy known as the Tetsugakukan, the
forerunner of Toyo Univesity. Inoue attempted a synthesis of the thoughts of
the Buddha Gautama, Confucious, Socrates and Immanuel Kant. So, Inoue’s
interpretation of Buddhism in the light of Western philosophy is very
unique. Inoue wrote over 120 books and is well known for his study of spirit
phenomena “Yokaigaku Kogi” (“A Series of Lectures on Japanese Goblins”)
conducted in 1895. In particular, these lectures have been outstandingly
precious material for researchers in the field of Japan Studies so far.
So, against this wonderful backdrop, today’s presenters will no
doubt captivate us with their fascinating ideas. Sharing in the insightful
and intriguing thoughts of this outstanding array of researchers will prove a
very enriching experience for us all.
By the way, the IAJS has grown into a national-scale association,
w it h suppor t from various quar ters. In fact, presenters, reputable
academicians and guest speakers from all corners of Japan and the world
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University is well known for the humanities’ tradition especially in the area
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have spoken on a wide range of topics, from Anglophone writings on Japan
to Japanese classics, Japanese modern literature, Japanese religion and
several notions of Japanese modernization. We have been greatly impressed
by these dynamic and knowledgeable speakers with the various and
interesting topics. So, for many years, we have been increasing its collection
of academic papers presented at our annual conferences. We are proud of
these materials as our organization’s heritage reflecting the talents of the
speakers.
Therefore, to further promote the goals of our association and
its related academic activities, the board members of the IAJS decided last
year to establish The IAJS Journal. This was a timely decision because, by
having one more chance to look at our presenters’ achievements through
the journal, our desire for interdisciplinary cross-cultural researches will
hopefully grow ever stronger. We are thus proud of the inauguration of The
IAJS Journal opening a new chapter in the history of the IAJS.
show the authors are enthusiastic, substantial and inexhaustible by bringing
a variety of perspectives to their scrutiny of subjects. They demonstrate
a provocative, original, and vital quality of research. Collectively they
demonstrate that Japan Studies are able to sustain the highest level of
critical attention. All this will contribute to our future goal of publishing a
the writers’ valuable achievements while cohering as a group instead of
mutually independent articles on respective topics.
So, as we intend to issue the Second Volume of The IAJS Journal
next year, should you have any questions about your contributing to this
journal, please do not hesitate to ask the IAJS board members later in the
intermission, or at the get-together party afterwards. Even if a presenter’s
paper is not submitted to The IAJS Journal, a summar y can still be
contributed to The News Letter of IAJS as in the past.
Lastly, I would like to thank all the participants for their interest
and efforts in helping us make this conference possible, especially those
who have traveled great distances and taken valuable time from their
very busy schedules to attend. Apart from the exchange of academically
useful research and information on Japan studies, we trust this will also
be a wonderful opportunity to create and maintain personal relationships
between participants. In fact, we feel proud to let you know that the
atmosphere at our conferences has been warm and cordial. Also, I would
like to express my sincere thanks to all the IAJS Committee members for
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journal of scholarly articles which are strongly original in demonstrating
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The articles that make up the inaugural issue of The IAJS Journal

their strong support and cooperation in organizing and conducting this
conference.

Koichi Kimura
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Research Reports Session I:

Literature, Art and Culture

Forming Images of a Faithful Japanese Hero for Western Readers:
A Comparative Study of the Relationship between Oishi Kuranosuke
and His Master

Yuko Kawauchi
Ph.D Candidate, Graduate School of Letters, Ritsumeikan University

Yuko Kawauchi
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The purpose of research is to discuss how Western translations
represented Oishi Kuranosuke, and how the readers understood him when
this history based story was first introduced to the Western readers. Firstly,
I outlined about Chushingura and its introduction to the Westerners.
Secondly, I described how the interpretation changed in the 1870s. Finally I
took a look at three translations which published from 1871 to 1880 focusing
on the relationship between Oishi Kuranosuke and his master, as their
respective treatments of the relationship affected the reader’s interpretation
of the story.
To begin with, I explained about the Chushing ura and its
introduction to Westerners. To this day, Chushingura has been one of the
most popular Samurai tales in Japan through various media. It is a national
legend based on a historical incident that occurred in 1701 and 1702.
The incident started, when a feudal lord of Ako slashed his sword at his
supervisor Kira in Edo Castle on 14 March in 1701. Drawing a sword in the
castle was so a serious crime that the lord of Ako was condemned to perform
seppuku, ritual suicide, on the very day. Moreover his land and clan were
confiscated. On the other hand, Kira was still alive and he was not punished.
The Ako retainers became dismissed, thus becoming Ronin, masterless
samurai.
One year and 9 months passed. On 14 December 1702, 47 of
them attacked Kira’s mansion to avenge their ex-lord. While Confucian
scholars argued about if the attack was right or not, Samurai and townsmen
in Edo treated the Ronins, especially their leader Oishi Kuranosuke, as
a paragon of samurai virtue right after the revenge, as told in pictures,
Kodan (storytelling), and novels. Based on the incident, various fictional
stories were created, which were eventually integrated in “Kanadehon
Chushingura,” played as Kabuki and puppet plays. These fixed the 47
Ronin’s image as loyal heroes among the Japanese people. The Ako ronin’s
attack’s first introduction to a non-Japanese audience was made by the
Dutch Captain Isaac Titsingh to Europe was around 1780 in French and his
book was translated into English and published in 1822. Three translations
which I will compare and analyze in this paper were published from 1871
to 1880. This is the period when the interpretation in English speaking

v
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countries significantly changed, according to the previous studies.
Explaining the three works briefly, the first work was Algernon
Bertram Mitford’s transcription of the historical incident and his impression
of Japanese people’s perception, i.e., how they respected Chushingura in
Japan, published in 1871. The second work was written by Frederick Victor
Dickins in 1875, the first English translation of Kanadehon Chushingura.
The third work was by Saito Shuichiro and Edward Greey in 1881, this is a
translation of illustrated books Iroha Bunko, though more like a rewriting
of the illustrated book. Double-Translated variously from English to French,
German, or Italian, these three translations were very influential to the
contemporary readers.
In this section, I will mention about Titsingh and Rutherford
Alcock as representative interpretations before 1870, mainly focusing on
their representation of Ako retainers. Tisingh’s first introduction supplied
accurate explanation about the historical event and the samurai’s respect for
the fidelity of the retainers. On the other hand, Titsingh represented them
as “servants”, not retainers, and described the reason why they decided to
attack Kira as exasperation for unequal punishment between their master
and his enemy.
British diplomat Rutherford Alcock also introduced the incident,
which also covered the plot of the historical event. From 1859 to 1864 when
Alcock had stayed in Japan, there were frequent bloodshed incidents in
which Ronins attacked foreigners, both diplomats and merchants. Alcock
repeatedly referred to those incidents in his influential book, using the word
“Lonin” to represent the assailants, and as an equivalent word to outlaws or
criminals. In his definition, “Lonin” means outsider who were two-sworded
and lived on highway robbers or mendicants. After he described one of
incidents, he mentioned the Ako retainer’s revenge as a case of Japanese
terrible heroism. At this time he also used the word “Lonin” and indicated
the Ako retainers were also like a flock of vagabonds.
The interpretations made before 1870 could not tell why Japanese
people respected for the Ako retainer’s fidelity. In my opinion, there are
three reasons. First, the one and nine months interval between the seppuku
of the Ronins’ master and the revenge attack is absent from the early
interpretations. Secondly, the authors used the terms such as servant and
outlaws to represent the retainers, and so didn’t describe the samurais as
noble men. Finally, the authors didn’t focus on any certain characters or
their mental aspects of the attack.
In the translations published after 1870s, there can be seen
transactions from them. I would like to reference Mitford’s, Dickins’s, and
Saito and Greey’s translation. In his best seller “Tales of Old Japan,” Mitford
provided detailed description about the interval focusing on the chief
councilor of Ako and the leader of the retainers, Oishi Kuranosuke. The
translator wrote what Kuranosuke sacrificed to avenge their lord, his life

In Dickins’s translation of Kanadehon Chushingura, this scene
was decorated with a dramatic atmosphere, impressing the dirk as a symbol
of the master’s last will and repeating the phrase “with this weapon” in
Oishi’s line.
The misery of his lord's agony had penetrated to the inmost
depths of his retainer's heart, and it was at this moment that there arose
in Yuranosuke's breast those sentiments of unswerving devotedness and
loyalty to his dead chief's memory, that have made the name of Ohoboshi
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…and then, handing the short sword covered with his blood to his
secretary, he laid his dying injunctions upon him, as his liege lord,
with that very weapon to take the life of his enemy. …under the
command of secretary—all bound together by an oath to accomplish
the destruction of their master’s enemy! (Alcock: 358)

Yuko Kawauchi

and family, and how he prepared for the attack. Those episodes were also
the primary subject in Japanese fictional stories, therefore the two other
translations also featured these episode.
The translators updated the definition of the word “Ronin” in
various ways. Mitford and Saito/Greey represented the dismissed retainer,
thus Ronin, as noble men. Mitford annotated the definition of the word
Ronin, “noble men who were unfortunately separated from their lord”.
While Saito and Greey were critical of Mitford’s literary quality, they also
described the Ronin as a member of samurai society and a nobleman.
On the other hand, while Dickins’s definition of “Bushi” as
warriors and “Ronin” as vagabond resemble to that of the representations
before 1870’s, in actually the definition reflects his evaluation of the concept
of Chushingura. Dickins regarded the virtue of loyalty as belonging to the
feudal era and selected words to emphasize the quaintness. According to the
book reviews, Dickins’s succeeded in conveying his opinion. The reviewers
understood the image of the retainers as similar to the warriors of ancient
highlanders in Scotland.
Next I’d like to move on to comparison representations about the
relationship between Oishi and his feudal lord between three translations.
In the Japanese fictional versions based on the incident, there was a
tendency to emphasize the special connection between Oishi Kuranosuke
and his master by describing a scene in which the lord entrusts his last wish
to him. The most typical example was in act 4 of Kanadehon Chushingura.
When the feudal lord performed seppuku and he was at his very last
gasp, Oishi managed to meet him. He was then entrusted with the last
wish to achieve vengeance on Kira, with the dirk with which his master
disembarked. Alcock described this scene with emphasizing on the master’s
direction, and in addition to this, the connection between Oishi and the
other 46 ronin was also described as a hierarchical relationship.

famous for ever. (Dickins: 41)
…said Yuranosuke; “we w ill not die here. Look, comrades,"
displaying the short sword which Yenya Hanguwan had made him a
dying gift of. "With this weapon our dead lord let out his lifeblood;
with this weapon he gave escape to his indignant spirit; and with
this weapon will I take the head of Moronaho, and thus fulfil the
last command of our lord.” (Dickins: 43-44)
On the other hand, Mitford didn’t describe the last meeting
between the feudal lord and his retainer. The most possible reason for this
was that Mitford wrote this article depending on Kodan, not the theatrical
script Kanadehon Chushingura. In this interpretation, Oishi was neither
commanded nor entrusted with to avenge, but he decided to achieve it on
his own will.

“…the reason is to be found in the words of Confucius, 'Thou shalt
not live under the same heaven or tread the same earth with the
enemy of thy master or thy parent.' The death of our lord must first
be avenged. His enemy, knowing full well the spirit that animates
us, will render our task a most difficult one, nevertheless we must
accomplish it.” (Saito and Greey: 47)
That brings us to the final section, in which I will just summarize
the main points again. Chushingura was introduced as a story of bloody
revenge before 1870. English translations published in the1870s added
mental aspects and featured Oishi Kuranosuke, the leader of the band of 47
ronins. Thus it made the heroism understandable for Westerners (Mitford
was a forerunner). The scene in which Oishi received his master’s last wish
was introduced by Alcock, but the translation by Dickins conveyed it as the
moment when the revenge was determined. And, on the other hand, Mitford
and Saito/Greey described Oishi himself determined to accomplish of his
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Saito and Greey translated from Japanese novel Iroha Bunko in
which Kabuki and Kodan interpretation were mixed. In this book, the chief
retainer Oishi could not manage to meet his master at the moment when he
performed the ritual suicide. What the lord asked him was the restoration of
the clan and Ako domain, not to avenge Kira. And Oishi made up his mind
depending on the Confucian morality.

Yuko Kawauchi

“Now amongst these retainers was his principal councilor, a
man called Oishi Kuranosuke, who, with forty-six other faithful
dependants, formed a league to avenge their master’s death by
killing Kotsuke no Suke.” (Mitford: 12)

master’s revenge and made up the league of 47 ronins. The image of Oishi
as a successor of his master’s last wish or the determinant of the vengeance
represented him as a hero.

Yuko Kawauchi
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THE VISION OF THE OTHERS IN JAPAN:
SKETCHES AND PORTRAITS OF THE EUROPEANS ON DESHIMA

Giovanni Borriello
Tuscia University, Italy

We can remember here Engelbert Kaempfer (1651-1716), author of The History of Japan, Karl
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Giovanni Borriello

Usually the period of the Tokugawa shogunate is known as the
Edo’s epoch par excellence. From the XVII to the XIX century the seat of the
bakufu has been not only the administrative centre, but also the economic,
cultural and artistic centre of the nation.
In t hese cent ur ies t he most pa r t of t he tex ts w r it ten on
the history of Japanese art treats almost exclusively only the artistic
productions, artists and schools located in the city of Edo.
Particular historical contingencies determined the rise of original
artistic phenomenon in the relatively decentralized area of Nagasaki. The
historic, strategic and economic importance of the city went back already
to 1571, when Ōmura Sumitada (1533-1587) the local daimyō, opened it to
the Portuguese. For a certain period, Nagasaki was even under the control
of the Jesuits and had a Christian daimyō before Ieyasu (1543-1616) assumed
the title of shōgun. The Tokugawa government understood very soon the
particularity of the city and in fact, it was placed under direct bakufu
administration, instead of the control of some local vassals.
In this paper I’ll take in exam the development of painting
in Nagasaki during the Edo’s period, and in particular the sketches and
portraits of the Europeans on Deshima realized by Japanese artists.
The artistic reality of Nagasaki was rather variegated and
complex, and managed to assume a precise physiognomy only in the
XVIII century. Also the same, generic definition of Nagasaki-ha (school of
Nagasaki) refers to a whole category of very disparate styles, genres and
artists. Between the XVIII and XIX century, Nagasaki gave place to many
artistic experimentations, that sometimes brought similar and sometimes
notably different results, according to the changeable situations of the
moment, to the different identity of the source of influence, and to how
it was perceived by the artist. If we’d like to simplify, then a stylistic
subdivision can be operated between the painting of Chinese origin and
that of European influence.
The registers of the Dutch East India Company and the written
accounts of various Europeans1 – who reached Japan on board of the Dutch
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ships – describe in a rather detailed manner the organization of Deshima,
where the resident Dutch inhabitants were assisted during the whole time
by a complex and efficient bureaucracy. In this context an important role
was played by the inspectors or qualified experts (mekiki) that checked the
imported goods. The kara-e mekiki (inspectors of Chinese paintings) dealt
with the evaluation and registration of all the paintings that arrived in the
port, and which – in spite of the norms – included not only Chinese works
but also Dutch and European.
Among the main representatives we find Ishizaki Yūshi (17681846), surely one of the most popular artists of his time. His education
was rather various: he became apprentice of Ishizaki Genshō (1731-1778)
at fourteen, in 1781, he dealt with the Chinese painting style of the artists
Ōbaku and Nanpin-ha; and also he learned various techniques from Ohara
Keizan (?-1733) and his father Araki Gen’yū (1728-1794)2.

Thunberg (1743-1828) with Flora Japonica and Fauna Japonica, Isaac Titsingh (1745-1812),
Hendrik Doeff (1777-1835) and Philipp Franz von Siebold (1796-1866) with Nippon: Archiv zur
Beschreibung von Japan.
2

L. P. Roberts, A Dictionary of Japanese Artists, Tōkyō, New York, Weatherhill, p. 76.

3

Etchū Tetsuya, Nagasaki kokon shūran meisho zue, in Etchū Tetsuya (ed.), Nagasaki Bunken Sōsho,
vol. I, Nagasaki, Nagasaki bunkensha, 1975.
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inspiration, anyway generally these “visual documents” are carried out with
notable mastery, good taste and careful spirit of observation.
A particularly interesting sample is the portrait of the women of
the family Blomhoff [The Blomhoff Family, 1817, Fig. 1]. There were already
many works, paintings, prints, and painters of foreign women, but the
particularity is that this painting of Yūshi, respect to the others, derived
from the direct observation.
In fact, the previous portraits were based on mere suppositions,
as the authors have had no possibilities to see live western women, since
they were forbidden to enter in Japan: the government permitted the
presence of foreigners only if it was necessary for the commerce and they
didn’t consider useful the presence of female partners.

Giovanni Borriello

From a stylistic point of view, in the production of Ishizaki Yūshi
we can distinguish the “official” part, related to his inspector activities and
that “for pleasure”, created only for his own pleasure. The most part of the
works up to 1832, year of his retirement as mekiki, obviously belongs to the
first type: their subjects are views of Nagasaki or its European inhabitants
and they are realized in a hybrid style full of western elements. After his
retreat, his paintings are essentially constituted by landscapes following the
style of the Chinese literates.
The paintings realized for the administrative files of Nagasaki
show Dutch ships, views of the Port, foreign people and also exotic
animals brought by the Europeans3. Often they didn’t derive from a sincere

Giovanni Borriello
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However, there are two cases of European women in Deshima,
both in the XIX century, when it seems there was a light loosening of the
rules. The first case was that of Vrouw Blomhoff, wife of Jan Cock Blomhoff
(1779-1853), while the second concerned Mimi de Villeneuve, wife of Carel
Hubert de Villeneuve (1800-1874), assistant painter of Philipp Franz von
Siebold (1796-1866).
Jan Cock Blomhoff, native of Amsterdam, was for many years at
the service of the Dutch East India Company and in July of 1817 he arrived
in Japan with his wife and his son to substitute captain Hendrik Doeff (17641837). Obviously the arrival of a European woman aroused great curiosity.
Many artists went to observe and paint her, but the permanence of this
particular “attraction” was limited, because the government, just two
months after the arrival, issued an ordinance of deportation, and so the
woman returned to Holland in December, with the next departure of the
merchant ships.
The portrait of Yūshi is clearly made by live, as attested by him
in the colophon. The inscription on painting in fact says: “Painting in
the Dutch settlement in the autumn of 1817 by Ishizaki Yūshi, expert of
Nagasaki”.
Differently from many other contemporary productions, in fact,
it’s possible to feel the warmth and the familiarity of the subjects. To the
left of the family members, among which the husband is absent, there is the
nurse, Minnemoer Petronelle Munts, a rather colorless woman, holding the
son of Blomhoff. Next to the nanny in apron, in a slightly deeper position,
there is another female character with a dark face, Maraty, the Indonesian
housemaid in a batik dress. At last, on the right side, you can see Vrouw
Titia Cock Blomhoff, with a sad and thoughtful expression. Considering the
date of the painting we can suppose that the sadness of the protagonist was
due to the sentence of repatriation. The author of the portrait managed to
enter in the heart of the depicted persons, and he transmits us their spirit
and feelings with success, for an instant making us feel part of the group.
In this sense, Ishizaki breaks with the traditional portrait painting, founded
on the humorous element and caricature or on the detachment from the
subject, and he allows us to observe the three women altogether with
the child, in a private moment and in their intimacy. Another innovative
element is also the writing of the names in Roman letters next to the
colophon in classical Japanese, a modality that became very common among
the western style artists, and some of them used to put on the paintings
also his own signature using their Latin names.
Later, in 1830 Ishizaki Yūshi realized a vertical roll representing
the two Villeneuve, [The Consorts de Villeneuve, 1830, Fig. 2], with a less
convincing effect respect to the portrait of the Blomhoffs. The painting,
in fact, shows the two persons sat at a table while they are looking to each
other with love, but the woman, Mimi, is portrayed in a very awkward way.

The lady seems deformed, the trunk is roughly cut and the arms are too
short. The artist, so skilled in other works, leaves us perplexed, because he
shows so evident limits in this case. It’s possible, that the Villeneuve never
posed for Yūshi and the painter used some preexisting European model.
Yūshi, thanks to his skills as an artist and man and also for the
position he held, became very famous even outside the confines of Nagasaki.
So many men and women arrived from the whole Japan, who desired to
become his apprentices. The sources of his time speak about more than
seven hundred students, and in fact, all the most important painters of
Nagasaki of the XIX century learnt in the school of Yūshi4.

official permission to move freely within the Dutch settlement. It was
through this status that Keiga had the opportunity to meet Philipp Franz
von Siebold (1796-1866)6.

Observing the half bust inserted in an oval frame, the derivation

4

Roberts, cit., p. 11.

5

Sugase Tadashi and Naruse Fujio, “IV – Nagasaki no yōfūgaka”, in Genshoku Nihon no bijutsu,
vol. 25, Tōkyō, Shōgakkan, 1970, pp. 228-233.

6

G. Borriello, “Philipp Franz von Siebold, pioniere dei rapporti tra Germania e Giappone”, Il
Giappone, XXXIX [1999], 2000, pp. 5-6.

7

Kōbe Shiritsu Hakubutsukan (ed.), Bridge between Japan and the Netherlands: through the Eyes of
the “Oranda tsūji” or the Japanese Interpreters for the Dutch, Kōbe, Supōtsu Kyōiku Kōsha, 1998, p.
44.
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During his career, he was at the service of Siebold, Blomhoff
and J. F. Overmeer Fisscher (1800-1848), and for them he realized several
hundreds of works of all kind, from portraits to scenes of daily life, besides
the illustrations of Japanese flora and fauna commissioned by Siebold.
Besides the artistic influence of the friend Ishizaki Yūshi, on the
production of Keiga there is also a direct influence of the French artists
Louis Leopold Boilly (1761-1845), Carl Hubert de Villeneuve, and the same
Siebold.
As far as the portraiture, Keiga preser ves unchanged some
stylistic characteristics during all of his artistic activity. One of his first
portraits, dated between 1803 and 1817, has as subject Hendrik Doeff
[Portrait of Hendrik Doeff, 1803-1817, Fig. 3], one of the most important
opperhoofd of the history of Deshima7.

Giovanni Borriello

Related to Ishizaki is also Kawahara Keiga (ca. 1786-1860), born
in a family of authors of prints. Since childhood he was immersed in an
environment of art loves. His father was a painter interested in the West
and friend of Araki Gen’yū, the father of Ishizaki Yūshi. Yūshi was the most
important mentor for Keiga in the early stage of its education. Thanks to
the connections with the kara-e mekiki and his precocious talent, Keiga was
able to impose himself on the artistic scene of Nagasaki to the point that he
became at an early age Deshima deiri no eshi (painter of Deshima)5 obtaining

However, Keiga never contented simply to imitate. Also in clearly

8

Kōbe Shiritsu Hakubutsukan (ed.), cit., p. 46.

9

C. French, Through Closed Doors: Western Inf luence on Japanese Art 1639-1853, Rochester,
Meadow Brook Art Gallery, 1977, p. 88.
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The subjects appear distant and this sense of separation, the
consequence of the research of the objectivity, is a constant in Keiga’s
works. The faces of the Dutch present all similar characteristics, long noses,
leaning eyes, thin lips, clear complexions, according to the fixed stereotypes
for the representations of the foreigners.
Probably the artist, even if he had the possibility to observe the
Europeans, was not able to pick out their physiognomy yet, and a portrait of
Siebold realized in 1825 seems to confirm this fact.
In fact, even this portrait, Portrait of Von Siebold [Fig. 5], even
if based on the original portrait of De Villeneuve [Portrait of Von Siebold,
1824, Fig. 6], shows the accentuation of the typical western attributes, such
as the prominent nose and large eyes. The result is quite awkward and
unconvincing so much so that one wonders what were the real progress of
Keiga under the guidance of the Dutch painter.9

Giovanni Borriello

from the European miniatures of the end of the XVIII century is clearly
ev ident, in par ticular from those that st ylistically are more linear
and precise and returned in top during the revival after to the French
Revolution. Not only the format, but also the precision of the details and
the realistic research confirm the aim of the author to bring to mind the
western conventions. The shading on the face and the light reflexes in the
eyes reveal the consultation European iconographic sources.
However, on the other hand, the spirit of the painting remains
fundamentally Japanese: the representative method, based on well defined
lines that alternate flat forms filled with clear and homogeneous colors,
derives from the native tradition. The diagonal lines of the bookcase in the
background are realized in the isometric perspective, typical of the oriental
painting, rather than in the western perspective with lines that converge
toward the point of escape. Furthermore, the expression of the subject
doesn't communicate particular emotions, apart from a sort of stoicism, in
coherence with the traditional Japanese portraiture. In the work, still we
can’t notice a real assimilation of the western technique, that would never
prevail on the oriental sensibility of Keiga.
In the painting on tsuitate (single-painted screen) of 1818
representing the whole Blomhoff family [The Blomhoff Family, 1818, Fig. 4],
we can’t realize any real variation in style. The head of household is sat on
the left, the nanny is standing, the lady sat on the couch with the son near
to his skirt and the Indonesian maid is sat to the ground to the right in front
of the couch. They are all motionless with expressions like ice, lost in the
void. Their glances never meet, neither look to the observer.8

derivative works as Yōjin kaiga kanshō-zu (Scene of Westerners that appreciate
some paintings) [1828, Fig. 7], we notice the will of a personal revision. The
work is a copy of the incision The fans of painting [1825, Fig. 8] of Louis
Leopold Boilly, but the Japanese artist adapts the foreign model to his own
style and temperament.
Probably the last portrait of Keiga will be The Russian mission [Fig.
9] realized in 1853. The date of death and the place of burial are not given in
the contemporary sources, certainly because of the image compromised by
the artist following the so-called “Siebold affair”10.

Giovanni Borriello
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Fig. 1 – The Blomhoff Family,
color on paper, 1817
Fig. 2 – The Consorts de Villeneuve, color on paper, 1830

10 D. Keene, The Japanese Discovery of Europe, 1720-1830, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1969,
pp. 147-155.

Giovanni Borriello

Fig. 3 – Portrait of Hendrik Doeff, color on paper, 1803-17
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Fig. 4 – The Blomhoff Family, color on silk, tsuitate, 1818

Fig. 6 – Portrait of Von Siebold,
color on paper, 1824 (De Villeneuve)

Giovanni Borriello

Fig. 5 – Portrait of Von Siebold,
color on paper, 1825 (Keiga)
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Fig. 7 – Yōjin kaiga kanshō-zu,
color on paper, 1828

Fig. 8 – The fans of painting,
incision on copper, 1825

Giovanni Borriello
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Fig. 9 – The Russian mission, color on paper, 1853

Shimazaki Tōson's Yearning for the West

Takehisa Iijima

Takehisa Iijima
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The birth of Shimazaki Tōson as a poet was determined when
he entered Meiji Gakuin missionary school in 1887 (Meiji 20th). In his
biographical novel, Sakura no Mi no Jukusuru Toki (When the Cherry Blossoms
Ripens) Tōson says that a form of poetical culture which later contributed
to the creation of his lyrical poems was nurtured by his encountering of
Hippolyte Taine's The History of English Literature during his school days at
Meiji Gakuin.
Before the publication of Wakana-shū (Collection of Young Greens),
which is considered to be one of the greatest lyrical poetry collections of
Meiji era Japan, Tōson tried to produce various pieces of writing in the form
of etudes by learning from and imitating various English writers and works,
for instance, 'Yosaku no Uma' ('Yosaku's Horse') based on Shakespeare's
Venus and Adonis. Whereas Tōson turned his carrier from writing poems to
writing novels with the publication of Hakai, (The Broken Commandment) in
1906, I would like to focus on his period as a poet before a novelist in today's
presentation.
As I said earlier, Tōson was nourished by the works of English
Romantic poets such as P.B. Shelly when creating his lyrical poems, and
the flowering of his poetic genius was above all due to Omokage (Flavorous
Image), a collection of Western poems translated into Japanese by Mori Ōgai
and published in 1889 (Meiji 22). The literary colleagues of Bungaku-kai (The
Society of Literature), including Tōson himself, were attracted and influenced
especially by Lord Byron's poetical drama, Manfred, or his epic poem, Child
Harold's Pilgrimage. Kitamura Tōkou, who is considered Tōson's mentor,
composed a dramatical poem, 'Hōrai-kyoku' ('A Melody of the Isle of Eternal
Youth') modeled after Byron's Manfred, which stimulated Tōson to compose
another dramatic poem, Hiren Biwa Hōshi (The Tragical Biwa [Japanese Lute]
Playing Minstrel).
While the dramatic poem of Tōkoku is naturally quite similar to
Manfred in regard to its ideas and structure, we cannot find traces of the
Manfred's influences in Tōson's work. However, Tōson acknowledged the
dark, melancholic tone which permeated Manfred and identified the same
temperament in himself, even noting that it was this tone by which he was
awakened to the motive to compose poems. From his early school days
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Tōson observed in Tōkoku a gloomy, melancholic temperament of a poet
and deeply respected his poetic genius associated with this melancholic
disposition. Tōson was strongly aware of his melancholic temperament this
way.
The words which reflect such gloomy tones so well are in his
novels, rather than poetry, for instance, Hakai (The Broken Commandment)
or Ie (The Family). While Wakana-shū basically shows a young and fresh
sensibility and a feeling of sensual attraction toward the opposite sex, such
distinguished pieces as "Yashinomi" ("Coconut") or "Komoro-naru Kojō no
Hotori" ("Around the Old Castle Komoro") or "Chikumagawa no Hotorinite"
("Nearby Chikuma River") have an undercurrent of gloomy, melancholic
poetic emotion shared by Byron's poems.

<"Yashinomi"> ("Coconut")

The concept of "Chikumagawa" is the same as that of "Komoronaru Kojō no Hotori", focusing on the shift of time from ancient to present,
which is again a universal thought merged with the poet's own feelings,
resulting in a beautiful lyricism.
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<"Chikumagawa"> ("The Chikuma River")

Takehisa Iijima

"Yashinomi" is said to be inspired by the Shino-Japanese
translation of German Karl Woermann's "Heimweh" ("Kyoshū") in Omokage.
The success of "Yashinomi" is due to the fact that the episode of the
coconut, which was originally presented to Tōson by Yanagida Kunio, was
marvelously poeticized to portray the essence of travelling in Tōson's real
life. Tōson, from a young age, considered life as a wandering, following lives
of the travelling poets Saigyō and Bashō. Tōson, who led his life afar from
his home Kiso (Nagano Prefecture), being drifted here and there under a
turbulent destiny, likened his life to the travelling of a coconut drifting on
the Kuroshio current away from its home ashore. In his biographical novel
Haru (Spring), Tōson confesses that he felt like committing suicide while
viewing the beautiful sunset on the seashore near Ōzu in the course of
wandering (hyōhaku no tabi) after resigning from Meiji Women's School in
the aftermath of the separation with his lover, Satō Sukeko. The phrase, 'Mio
torite mune ni atsureba aratanari ryūri no urei' ('When I pick a fruit and
put it against my chest, I feel refreshed.: sadness of wandering.') However,
the phrase, 'Umino no hi no shizumu wo mireba, tagiriotsu ikyō no namida'
('When I watch the sun over the sea sink, I feel the tears of a land away from
home foam up and drop') echoes the same poetic mind of Byron in his Child
Harold's Pilgrimage.

<"Akikaze no Uta"> ("A Song of Autumn Winds")
"Akikaze no Uta", which is also well known, is said to be composed
with an inspiration from Percy Bysshe Shelley's "Ode to the West Wind". In
spite of these remarks about its association with Shelley, most parts of the
phraseology derive from Japanese classical waka poems such as those of
Kokin-shū (Collection of Poems, Ancient and Modern) or Shin Kokin-shū
(New Collection of Poems, Ancient and Modern).

<Sensual expressions in Wakana-shū>

Takehisa Iijima

"Yotsu no Sode" ("Four Sleeves") is composed with the michiyuki
(elopement) scene of the kabuki play, "Onatsu Seijūrō" ("Onatsu and Seijūrō")
in mind. Such bold, sensual phrases as 'Otoko no iki no yawarakaki, Onatsu
no kamini kakaru toki' ('The gentleness of a man's breath, when it touches
Onatsu's hair') and 'Otoko no akaki kuchibiru no Onatsu no kuchi ni moyuru
toki' ('The moment that a man's crimson lips burn on Onatsu's mouth') are
never observed elsewhere in early Meiji poems: we have examples of such
sensual expressions in poems from the later half of the Meiji peroid, for
instance, in Yosano Akiko's Midare Gami (Disheveled Hair), which is said to
have been influenced by Tōson's phraseology.
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In "Kami o Araeba" there are also sensual expressions such as, 'Aa
kaku made ni ayashikumo, atsuki kokoro no ware naredo, ware o shi, kimi
no koishitau, sono namida ni oyobaji na' ('Ah, how marvelous it is. Even with
my heart set aflame, I am powerless against my tears which yearn for you').

"Okume" ("Okume")
We also encounter sensual phrases in "Okume" in the following
passages: 'Kimi o omoeba taema naki, koi no honoo ni kawaku beshi'
('When I think of you, I cannot pause. How I thirst in the flames of love');
'Shiritamawazu ya waga koi wa, ooshiki kimi no te ni furete, aa kuchibeni
o sono kuchi ni, kimi ni utsusade yamu beki ya' ('Do you know my love
for you, when I touch your valiant hands. Ah, with your mouth covered in
lipstick, how can I not move up against you'); 'Wa ga mi wa subete honoo
nari, omoimidarete aa koi no, chisuji no kami no nami ni nagaruru' ('My
whole body turns to f lame. My heart is torn in emotion. Ah, for love.
Your thousands of strands of hair flow in the waves.') These bold, sensual
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"Kami o Araeba" ("If I wash the hair")

One of the earliest significant contributions to the development
of Japanese modern poetr y was the publication of Shintaishi-shō (A
Collection of New Style Poetry) in 1882 (Meiji 15) by Toyama Masakazu and
his colleagues, although this first collection of translated poems in modern
Japanese history was often bitterly criticized by circles of literary critics.
Before such successful achievements in modern Japanese poety by Tōson
and his followers, we can witness, as we have seen, a significant contribution
by Omokage edited by Mori Ōgai.
When people discuss the modernization of Japan during the Meiji
Restoration, they tend to focus on socio-political areas and overlook the
literary world. However, we should not forget that a great deal of benefits
we owe to the West come from learning about western literature. When
it comes to spread of western influences in the literary field, missionary
schools founded just before and after the Meiji restoration took on a great
role. Missionary schools in Japan, compared to, for instance, Korea, did
not contribute to increasing the number of converts to Christianity, but
brought with the introduction of evangelicalism, a great deal of benefits
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<Conclusion>

Takehisa Iijima

portrayals of love expressed without any reservation are never seen in
traditional Japanese poetry and rarely observed in any traditional Japanese
literary works for that matter. They are the innovation of Tōson, blending
the more conventional sensual phrases loved and popular among kabuki and
jōruri fans, with influence from English literary works.
As I mentioned before, these sensual love expressions which
Tōson learned fromTaine's The History of English Literature are heavily
influenced by such poets as Byron and D.G. Rossetti.
Young colleagues of the Bungaku-kai had a strong aspiration
for Byron's romantic poems of his early period. It was in such a spiritual
climate where the young people in those days yearned after the West and
romantic love described in the western literature that Tōkoku published
his essay about love entitled "Enseishika to Jyosei" ("Melancholic Poets
and Women") in the then circulated magazine, Jyogaku Zasshi (Women's
Magazine). Mentioning the love affairs of Byron in this essay, Tōkoku
advocated the significance of spirituality in love affairs.
We are able to acknowledge an intense aspiration toward love
affairs among young people of the time, especially Tōkoku's literar y
colleagues in the Bungaku-kai. This is illustrated by the fact that one of
Rossetti's poems, "Silent Noon" from his collection of poems The House of
Life is quite frequently quoted in the writings of Tōkoku's colleagues, for
instance, in Tōson's Haru (Spring), where it is translated as "Sei Chu" ("Silent
Noon").

Takehisa Iijima
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in the various aspects of the western cultures: the following episodes are
symbolic indicating some aspects of westernization in daily life experiences.
Tōson confesses in his biographical novel, Sakura no Mi no Jukusuru toki,
that he had happy times meeting young girls at Sunday school in church
since it was quite unusual for young boys to chat with girls not only before
but also throughout the Meiji period. Tōkoku confesses that it was through
the Christian thoughts that he received from Ishizaka Mina about the
importance of chastity that he felt ashamed of his own former behavior
of visiting brothels. Generally speaking, Japnese men in those days, with
some exceptions, did not give much importance to the purity of love and
were more inclined to engage in erotic love, as the Japanese term iro ('eros')
suggests. The young literary colleagues of the Bungaku-kai such as Tōkoku,
Hirata Tokuboku, and Togawa Shūkotsu were fascinated by "The Song of
Ophelia" ("Oferia no Uta" in Japanese) in Shakespeare's Hamlet, which is
vividly described in Haru. We should pay close attention to the spiritual
climate surrounding the colleagues of the Bungaku-kai, where a high value
was given to chastity and colleagues aspired for the purity of love toward
women. It was these ideals that drove Toson to compose one of the most
beautiful Japanese lyrical poems of love "Hatsu Koi" ("First Love") that has
been cherished by the people ever since.
One could say t hat it was t he overall at mosphere of t he
missionary schools from the West, in which Tōson led his young days and
was influenced and inspired by the British romantic poets, that led to him
to compose such beautiful poems with his own innate poetic talent, and in
result led to his contribution to the modernization of Japanese poetry. It was
due to such a spiritual climate or 'Zeitgeist' in which the Japanese in general
had an intense yearning toward the West and a desire to identify themselves
not only in socio-political but also in the literary field, that Toson was able
to make such poetical achievements.
It must be mentioned, though, that the image of the West that
young Japanese colleagues of the Bungaku-kai aimed for was merely a
shadow of their own idealized images of the West; that is to say, what they
managed to capture were simply idealized images of what they themselves
wanted to see; just the same way as what the French japanologists of 19th
century or the Haiku devotees of 20th century America managed to capture
was not always the real image of Japan but rather the images that they
themselves wanted to see in their idealized view of Japanese culture.

TO VIETNAMESE PEOPLE: WHAT IS THE HAIKU POEM?

Nguyen Vu Quynh Nhu
International Research Center for Japanese Studies
nvquynhnhu@gmail.com

枯れ枝に

カラスのとまりけり

秋の暮れ

閑かさや

岩にしみいる

on a barren branch
a raven has perched
autumn dusk

蝉の声

shizukasa ya			
iwa ni shimi iru			
semi no koe			

The utter silence
cutting through the very stone
a cicada's rasp

And then, haiku to be introduced in some books written about
Japanese literature such as “Matsuo Basho and The Narrow Road to
Interior” (Vinh Sinh, 2001), “Basho and haiku” (Nhat Chieu, 1994) and in
many other Literature books . Among these books, only a book of Vinh Sinh
was translated from “Matsuo Basho and The Narrow Road to Interior”. In
this book, haiku was translated into Vietnamese language as Vietnamese
traditional poem “six – eight” (Lục bát) in two lines with beautiful rhymth.
For example, the Basho poems were translated into the Vietnamese
language to “six – eight” verse in two lines as follows:
古池や

蛙飛び込む

on a barren branch

水の音
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kare-eda ni			
karasu no tomarikeri		
aki no kure			

Nguyen Vu Quynh Nhu

Haiku now can be considered as “A world poetry” when it spreads
through many countries.
While haiku poetry retains a Japanese literature, identity, there's
also an increasing countless number of other haiku lovers around the world.
Recently, haiku has been welcome in Vietnam, so enthusiastic with the
numbers of haiku lovers and composers gradually increased. This essay
outlines the haiku popular situation in Vietnam in recent years.
After the Vietnam’s Renovation policy in 1986, haiku have
appeared in high school Literature textbooks. A few Basho’s haiku poems
were translated into Vietnamese language and introduced in textbooks as
follows:

v

a raven has perched
autumn dusk
Vietnamese language:
Ao xưa bóng rũ trưa hè.
Nhái khua nước động, bốn bề tịch liêu.
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According to the “Japan – Vietnam haiku contest” guidelines,
par ticipants in the contest can submit their poetic works in either
Vietnamese or Japanese. Vietnamese haiku must be a short poem, composed
in three lines and followed the structure of less than five, seven, five words.
Haiku beginners do not necessarily need to comply with the rigid rules
of haiku (seasonable word (kigo), cutting word (kire-ji)), which describes
what to feel and experience themselves from the world around us by way of
creative expression of language.
In the first haiku contest, nearly four hundred persons from
the Vietnam whole country submitted over four thousand haiku poems in
Vietnamese language and Japanese language. Among nearly four thousand
poems written in Vietnamese, there was no the first prize. The results of the
first haiku contest have shown that Vietnamese people did not understand
thoroughly about haiku. They thought that haiku was a short poem and it
was easy to write a haiku poem.

Nguyen Vu Quynh Nhu

This poem was translated with a Vietnamesebeautiful rhythm,
but it says a lot with clearly describe: the shadow in the afternoon summer,
the noisy frogs and the silent around. Though this translation to be said
that it is so long, but anyway, Vietnamese people had a chance to enjoy the
Japanese haiku poem with the Vietnamese familiar traditional poem pattern
and rhythm.
In 2007, Consulate General of Japan in Ho Chi Minh City has
launched the first “Japan and Vietnam haiku contest” with the purpose
to create an experimental playground for Japanese culture and literature
enthusiasts. The contest is an opportunity for Vietnamese people to learn
more about Japanese culture and haiku poetry. It also aims to encourage
the people of the two countries to learn about each other’s language and
culture. On the other hand, the haiku contest aims to encourage the
Vietnamese people to learn how to write haiku. Participants in the contest
can submit poetic works in either Vietnamese or Japanese.
So, is the any a specific structure for writing Vietnamese haiku
poetry? Is haiku really easy to write for just a short poem with few words?
Are there any rules, pattern in Vietnamese haiku as 5-7-5 pattern, kigo,
cutting words, seasonal theme?

The 2nd prize in Vietnamese (no 1st prize):
Tren goc cay kho		
above the dry tree root
mot nu mam moi		
one new bulb
giot suong dau tien		
the first dewdrop
(Nguyen The Tho)

T his poem was to be judged when imposed on huma nit y
borrowing nature word with the beautiful image and rhythm. Sharing his
emotions about “Dua tre”, Nguyen Thanh Nga said, “The poem is inspired
from my profound sensations and touching feelings from ordinary fates in
my countryside in a sleazy mart corner, miserable destinies as empty cans,
orphaned raindrops.”
In 2011, the third “Japan – Vietnam Haiku contest” received 1,675
Vietnamese haikus and 110 Japanese haikus from 608 poets across the
country. Continually, the 4th haiku contest was held in 2013 and attracted
1,837 Vietnamese haiku poems (one candidate can submit up to three
poems) and 204 Japanese haikus.
In 2015, the fifth “Japan – Vietnam Haiku contest” attracted
over 700 persons with 700 poems written in Vietnamese language from the
North to the South of Vietnam. For this year, one candidate can only submit
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Xó chợ				
The corner of a market
chiếc lon trống			
an empty can
hạt mưa mồ côi			
orphaned rainy
(Nguyen Thanh Nga. The 1st prize of the 2nd haiku contest, 2009)

Nguyen Vu Quynh Nhu

Since then, not increasing number of people in Vietnam loving
haiku poems, but the learners of literature by a new approach with features
of the rules of haiku increased as well. It is noticeable increasing numbers
of Vietnamese people expressing their interests and participating in the
haiku contests. A haiku club was founded in Ho Chi Minh city in 2007 and
two years later one emerged in Hanoi. These clubs have many activities
designed to promote haiku in Vietnam such as introducing haiku booklets
which include Vietnamese and Japanese haiku poems, or organizing haiku
workshops, etc. The haiku contest has become popular and unveiled many
poetic talents.
Under this circumstance, in order to promote haiku to Vietnamese
people, Consulate – General of Japan in Ho Chi Minh City continues to
organize “Japan – Vietnam haiku contest” once every two years. The second
“Japan – Vietnam Haiku contest” in 2009 attracted 988 haiku poems in
Vietnamese and 59 in Japanese from 370 Vietnamese poets from around the
country. In this contest, surpassing 370 contestants, Nguyen Thanh Nga
(Lam Dong Province) won first prize in the Vietnamese language section
with his poem “Dua tre” (A child).

one poem and in Vietnamese only. Here is the 1st prize of the fifth contest.
Mộ bên đường			
cơn mưa phùn ướt		
sân khấu dế non		
(Trần Duy Khương)

grave across the street
drizzle’s wet
the crickets stage

Nguyen Vu Quynh Nhu

This poem was selected for the first prize because it expressed
a Vietnamese refreshing spring with a seasonal word “drizzle”, the new
expression containing a seasonal word coexisted with life reflecting, the
contrast between life and death.
But what about the status of haiku written by Vietnamese
language. Regarding to the seasonal word (kigo) in Vietnamese haiku, in
Vietnam, particularly in the South of Vietnam, there is no four seasons. As
a result, Vietnamese haiku composers, (especially the haiku beginners) are
still not aware of the role of “kigo” in haiku.
Gradually, Vietnamese haiku composers have understood the
value of seasonal words in haiku. Though there is no Saijiki (seasonal word
selection) in Vietnam, Vietnamese haiku composers have begun to apply
words related to seasons and nature into Vietnamese haiku to express their
feelings when catching a nature moment. Recently, the word “dew”, “rainy”
are often to be used in Vietnamese haiku poems.
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In addition, regarding composing haiku techniques, a Vietnamese
haiku requires a composer to create effective ways in order to express his or
her thought, feelings and experiences about the world around him or her.
Vietnamese haiku poems also encourage a nice voice with beautiful rhythm.
Besides that, Vietnamese haiku composers have gradually come
to aware that the content with the aesthetic arts itself can make Vietnamese
haik u unique. Fur t her more, Vietnamese lang uage haik u poets are
encouraged towards the technique based on a deep thought for a moment
when capturing the images of the poem.
Until the first Japanese – Vietnamese haiku contest was launched
in 2007 by The Consulate General of Japan in Hochiminh City, the shortest
poem to be called “haiku” become the interest of a wider audience.
Vietnamese language haiku has gone through the hard times nearly 8 years
of popular in Vietnam. Thanks to the haiku contest, haiku in Vietnam
become more and more popular. Haiku becomes firstly a hobby and then an
effective way to express and share feelings between Vietnamese people who
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Trên lá môn non		
Over young Caladium leaves
Giọt sương đọng		
the dewdrop falling
Vầng trăng tý hon		
a tiny moon
(Tran Duc Viet, the 1st prize of the 4th haiku contest, 2013)

Nguyen Vu Quynh Nhu

love poems. Increasingly, many haiku collections are published in Vietnam.
Furthermore, it can be seen that many essays about haiku reported in
symposiums on literature or printed haiku booklets such as “About the 5 – 7
– 5 structure of haiku in Vietnam” (Nguyen Vu Quynh Nhu, 2009), “Haiku
language” (Nguyen Vu Quynh Nhu, 2010), “The Vietnamese people compose
haiku” (Ly Vien Giao, 2015), “Adopted Japanese haiku to Vietnam country”
(Huu Ngoc, 2015), “Haiku in Vietnamese poem” (Nhat Chieu, 2015) etc.
Researchers at universities have begun studying about haiku. A
master thesis on “Japanese people’s aesthetic view from haiku” written by
Nguyen Thi Lam Anh in 2010 focused on the characteristics of the world
of wabi, sabi of haiku. Three years later, in 2013, the first Ph.D thesis
on “Japanese Haiku: Its history and Characteristics” written by Nguyen
Vu Quynh Nhu explored the haiku world from its classical time to the
contemporary period which helped Vietnamese haiku lovers know more
about the art of haiku. The book of this study was published in 2015.
Vietnamese haiku poets are strongly hoping that in the near
future, standardized rules for Vietnamese haiku will be applied with its
distinctive features. Now, Vietnamese haiku poets goal is “haiku written in
tomorrow will be better than today”.
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Special Topic

English Haiku - from Yamadera to the world

Noboru Oba
Executive Committee Chairperson,
7th Yamadera Basho Memorial Museum English Haiku Contest

Noboru Oba
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I was a Yamagata Prefectural senior high school English teacher
and have been a member of the IAJS of Yamagata for almost whole of my
career.
About 326 years ago, Matsuo Basho visited Yamadera and wrote
that famous haiku “Shizukasaya Iwanishimiiru Seminokoe(such stillness-/
the cries of the cicadas/sink into the rock (translated by Donald Keene)…”
Commemorating the year, 300 years after Basho’s visit to Yamadera and 100
years since the Yamagata city’s establishment, Yamadera Basho Memorial
Museum was built on a hill commanding the front view of the Risshakuji
Temple. Since then the museum has been holding the exhibitions to honour
the poet. It also had held Japanese Haiku Contest 52 times.
Our city Yamagata and Swan Hill Rural City in Australia tied
the bond of exchanging relationship 35 years ago and since then we have
been exchanging not only the students but also the citizens for 35 years. In
the summer in 2008 about twenty high school students came to visit our
city and stayed for ten days with host families and enjoyed different kinds
of activities. When they visited the museum, where I worked as president
of the borad of directors of the culture foundation, I taught them how to
make English haiku. They seemed to understand my explanation about
rules of haiku and others. I became confident when they nodded their heard
when I showed a haiku poem composed by a native haiku poet named Iino
Eiju. Inazumawo munemade irete chichinomasu ( 稲妻を胸まで入れて乳呑ま
す) I had translated it into English, which goes like this ”Lightening into
bosoms/ farmer’s wife nurses her baby /in the paddy. This experience gave
me power and bravery to begin to hold the haiku contest for the first time
and since then we have been holding it seven times. When we held The
First Yamadera Basho Memorial Museum English Haiku Contest, on the
basis of haiku poems now having become so international and gaining
such popularity that it is called just “Haiku” without translation in oversea
countries. We believed it one of our missions to be a base for familiarization
of haiku not only Japanese one but also English one and send our message
to the world from Yamadera. With great expectations and anxieties both
on our mind, we started our first project of English Haiku Contest rather
hastily before it had been fully considered from every angle. To our surprise

v

Submission Statistics
1. Participant/Submission numbers
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7 t h Yamadera Basho Memorial Museum English Haiku Contest,

Noboru Oba

and joy, so many as 315 people submitted 495 haiku poems, which showed
the high rate of interest in the English haiku and the fact it is prevailing in
both of the hemispheres. And, the following year, with much confidence
and expectations, we held the Second Contest, and a great success again.
Oversea participants showed the highly refined level and quality. The
most prominent point in that year’s contest was that the number of high
school participants increased by far. We felt that this showed the so-called
reproductive type of English education is increasingly introduced to the high
school English education in our country. A distinguishing characteristic
of our contest is its four divisions, each of which is awarded a single grand
prize and two distinguished work prizes. If it were not for these divisions,
which take into consideration the experience and ability level of applicants,
this haiku competition would be akin to an uneven wrestling contest pitting
lower levels of sumo wrestlers against those in the highest division. To avoid
this, we established Division 1 for Japanese college students and the general
public, Division 2 for junior high school students, Division 3 for high school
students, and Division 4 for non-Japanese applicants. It was also hoped that
this contest would provide members of the younger generation who hold
such promise, in particular junior and senior high school students who are
exposed to the importance of practical English language education in their
school curriculums, with an opportunity to put their language skills to the
test through the composition of English haiku.
Recently the contest has been recognized by many people and
progressing both in number and quality. I believe the future of our English
haiku Contest is as rosy as ever.
At the latter part of this article are shown some statistics of
the 7th contest and the works of the winners and the guidelines of the 8th
English Haiku Contest.

2. Participants by geographical region
Division 1: Japanese college students, general public
Yamagata 11
Hyogo 5		
Fukushima 3
Nara 2		
Hokkaido 1
Niigata 1		

Nagano 8		
Tokyo 5		
Gunma 3		
Akita 1		
Iwate 1		
Shizuoka 1

Miyagi 6		
Aichi 4		
Yamanashi 3		
Aomori 1		
Kagoshima 1		

Saitama 6
Osaka 4
Kyoto 2
Fukui 1
Kanagawa 1

Division 2: Junior High School Students
Okayama 23
Shizuoka 1
Romania 16
Yamagata 96 (Mamurogawa town 52, Yamagata city 44)
Division 3: High School Students
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Division 4: Non-Japanese

3.

USA 16		
New Zealand 7
France 3		
Israel 2		
Italy 1		
Russia 1		

Serbia 10		
Canada 5		
Poland 3		
Belgium 1		
Macedonia 1		
Singapore 1

Romania 9
India 5
UK 3
Ghana 1
Malaysia 1

7 t h Ya m adera B a sho Memor ia l Mu seu m E n gl i sh H a i k u

Contest
Prize recipients, prize-winning works
Division 1: Japanese College Students, General Public
Grand Prize
・ Teiichi Suzuki (Kawachinagano city, Osaka)
English haiku: 				Japanese translation:
a balmy wind – 				薫風や 障子に揺れる 葉影かな
silhouette of swinging leaves
on the paper screen 			
（作者訳）
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Australia 21
Croatia 8		
Bulgaria 4
Ireland 2		
Greece 1		
Philippines 1

Noboru Oba

Kumamoto 39
Miyagi 36		
Ehime 35
Miyazaki 15
Okayama 14
Gifu 10		
Iwate 6
Hyogo 2		
Nagano 1		
Yamagata 166 (Shinjo city 80,
Yamagata city 44, Yonezawa city 13, Obanazawa city 11, Tsuruoka
city 11, Sakata city 7)

Distinguished Work Prize
・ Yasuko Kurono (Nagoya city, Aichi)
English haiku: 				Japanese translation:
ever-changing skies 			
移ろう空
a man in a coma 			
昏睡状態の男
the sound of silver grass rustling
揺れるススキの音（作者訳）
・ Yasuko Eguchi (Soka city, Saitama)

English haiku: 				Japanese translation:
The vessel for bonito 			
かつを船海鳥つれて帰りくる
returns to port
with seabirds 				（作者訳）
Division 2: Junior High School Students

・ Ghileschi Nadin-Mihaela Botosani, Romania (“Elena Rareș” Middle

School, 3rd year)
English haiku: 				Japanese translation:
abandoned house 			
棲まぬ家 コオロギの声 部屋満たす
the chirping song of crickets		
（万里小路 譲 訳）
filling the rooms
Division 3: High School Students
Grand Prize
・ Hinami Karasu Yamagata city, Yamagata (Yamagata Kita Senior High
School, 2nd year)
English haiku: 				
Japanese translation:
A petal is jolted 				花びらが
By unseen wind 				風に揺れて
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Distinguished Work Prize
・ Mizuki Araki Mamurogawa town, Yamagata (Mamurogawa Junior High
School, 3rd year)
English haiku: 				Japanese translation:
fresh water fish 				淡水魚 光るうろこが 星のよう
shining scales
like stars 					（作者訳）

Noboru Oba

Grand Prize
・ Gaidur Naomi Botosani, Romania (“Elena Rareș” Middle School, 1st year)
English haiku: 				Japanese translation:
い
な
granny on the porch 			
祖母出 でて 皺の手撫 でる 松の影
the pine’s shadow caressing
her wrinkled hands 			
（万里小路 譲 訳）

And travels alone 			

一人旅（作者訳）

Distinguished Work Prize
・ Yasuaki Asanome Yamagata city, Yamagata (Yamagata Minami High
School, 2nd year)
English haiku: 				Japanese translation:
Rain showers at nightfall 		
夕立が
Washing away everything 		
喧噪さえも
Even the busy sounds of the street
流してく（作者訳）
・ Minami Mise Matsuyama city, Ehime (Matsuyama Central Senior High

School, Ehime; 2nd year)
English haiku: 				Japanese translation:
Train windows 				青葉また青葉
Innumerable changes 			
私を変えてゆく
Scenery and my mind 			
（作者訳）
Division 4: Non-Japanese

・ Minh-Triêt Pham (France)

English haiku: 				Japanese translation:
countryside by night – 			
モールスで
fireflies sending to the stars 		
蛍が送る
missives in Morse code 			
星への信書（万里小路 譲

訳）

8 th Yamadera Bashō Memorial Museum English Haiku Contest –
Guidelines for Submissions
1. Conditions for submission: Only unpublished English haiku
poems are eligible for submission. Each applicant may submit up
to two poems. A Japanese translation should be included with
each poem when possible, but non-Japanese applicants are not
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Distinguished Work Prize
・ Rita Odeh (Israel)
English haiku: 				Japanese translation:
Jerusalem breeze – 			
エルサレム
a sparrow passing through 		
雀が越える
the checkpoints 				検問所（万里小路 譲 訳）

Noboru Oba

Grand Prize
・ Keith A. Simmonds (France)
English haiku: 				Japanese translation:
in a huge conch shell 			
巻貝に
a sailor’s widow brings home 		
船乗りの寡婦
the sound of the waves 			
波を聴く（万里小路 譲 訳）

required to attach a translation.
2. Judging: An initial screening will select haiku to be displayed
in the Haiku Submission Collection. A second screening will
determine prize winners from among these selected works.
The judging panel will consist of Takehisa Iijima (President of
the International Association of Japanese Studies, Professor
Emeritus of Yamagata University), Noboru Oba (English Haiku
Contest Executive Committee President, former President of the
Yamagata Prefecture English Education Research Association),
Joe Maricoji (poet and critic), and Lisa Somers (translator,
Yamagata University part-time instructor).
3. Divisions:
(1)
Division One: college students, general public
(2)
Division Two : junior high school students
(3)
Division Three: high school students
(4)
Division Four: non-Japanese

6. Deadline: Applications may be submitted as of April 1, 2016 and
should be postmarked no later than Saturday, June 4, 2016
7. Submissions: Haiku submissions and inquiries may be sent by
post, fax, or email to:
Yamadera Bashō Memorial Museum
4223 Nanin Yamadera, Yamagata-shi, Yamagata-ken,
999-3301 JAPAN
Tel: (0)23-695-2221 Fax: (0)23-695-2552
e-mail address: bashoenglish-haiku@amail.plala.or.jp
8. Prizes: In each division, one grand prize and two distinguished
work prizes will be awarded. Recipients will receive a certificate
printed in both English and Japanese as well as an additional
prize.
9. Announcement of judging results:
Prize winners will be notified by post or email and will be invited
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5. Participation fee: None

Noboru Oba

4. Application procedure:
Haiku submissions may be submitted by post, email, or fa x.
Applicants are requested to give their division, name, age and
sex (optional), and contact information (address (zip code), phone
number, email address [if any]). Age, sex, and contact information
will not be made public. Junior and senior high school students
should include their school name and grade, and Japanese applicants
are asked to give the phonetic reading of their name.

to attend the awards ceremony, which will be held on July 17 2016
at 1:30 p.m. Prize-winning haiku poems and the haiku submission
collection will be displayed on the Yamadera Bashō Memorial
Museum website. *Haiku submissions and applicant names may
be printed in the Haiku Submission Collection, displayed on the
museum website, and otherwise made public.

Noboru Oba
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Research Reports Session II:

Culture, Language and Social Science

The Atomic Bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japanese
Feature Length Animation Movies

Joachim Alt
Hokkaido University, M.A. Cand.

Joachim Alt
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With a continually decreasing number of living eye-witnesses of
WWII and the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, eye-witness
reports and retellings of war experiences, unless previously recorded, are
becoming increasingly inaccessible. This, especially for young people,
enforces the importance of audio-visual media, including Anime, as an
alternative to textbooks and other official narratives and information
sources about the war. As Susan Napier elaborated, especially SF Anime,
such as Space Battleship Yamato, are already fulfilling the role of a ‘cultural
therapy’ for Japan, reconstructing and reworking major aspects of the war.
For the historic war, according to a NHK survey from the year
2000, Studio Ghibli’s Grave of the Fireflies and Barefoot Gen are, beyond the
genre-boundaries of animation, the two films that had the most influence
on Japanese war memory. Both movies however are part of a lopsided Anime
continuum that depicts the war almost exclusively from the Japanese home
front and with a conservative touch of a victimized Japan. Yet, for example
the division of Japanese A-bomb literature into the labels of ‘Ikari no
Hiroshima’ and ‘Inori no Nagasaki’ stresses the importance of pluralistic
depictions of the bombings. So far, direct depictions being prohibited during
the allied occupation of Japan, a widespread association of post-occupation
productions with the political left and, following Donald Richie, the
majority of texts showing a pattern of ‘Mono no Aware’ have been obstacles
hampering such a pluralistic reflection. Therefore I sought confirmation of
the role of the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in non-fiction Anime
through an analysis of their depictions and contextualization with the
environments in which these depictions were created. A considerable factor
is the circumstance that the used sample texts Barefoot Gen and Nagasaki
1945, appear to be only feature length Anime titles that make the bomb
their topic.
T he f irst major research aspect then was a rev iew of the
underlying texts for both Anime, meaning the Manga Barefoot Gen by
Keiji Nakazawa and the book Nagasaki Genbakuki by Tatsuichiro Akizuki,
and of secondary literature on both authors to illuminate their respective
backg rounds. For Nakazawa, experiencing the bomb at age 6 at his
elementary school, about 1.4 kilometers removed from the hypocenter, and

v
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losing his father, elder sister and younger brother directly to the bomb were
decisive factors. His, at the time of the bombing still unborn, younger sister
would die in the same year from either malnutrition or radiation sickness.
He experienced a “lawless” period, as public order in Hiroshima basically
had vanished after the bomb and his daily activities focused on procuring
food for him and his family and on finding shelter, as his home also had
been destroyed. Regardless of his actual capabilities, Nakazawa’s academic
records do not exceed middle school. This means that he had little to no
exposure to approaches of critical thinking in his education to influence
his view on the atomic bombing of Hiroshima. In 1962 Nakazawa moved
to Tokyo to venture into professional Manga writing. He did not intend
to focus his work on the atomic bombing of Hiroshima, but biased public
treatment of Hibakusha like himself eventually triggered his professional
involvement with the topic. The death of his mother, which he considered
to be induced by aftereffects of the bomb, then resulted in the penning of
Barefoot Gen. Beyond his Manga, Nakazawa did not seem to be noticeably
involved in peace or anti-nuclear activism. He passed away in December
2012. Important elements in the discourse of Barefoot Gen are its publishing
history and franchise-building. The Manga saw rather unsteady publication,
eventually leading to the series running in the communist magazine Bunka
Hyōkaron between 1977 and 1980. Overlapping with the release of its first
three live-action adaptations, this is likely to have reinforced the image
of the atomic bombings in Japanese film to be a leftist trope. The Anime’s
production was carried out by Studio Madhouse, as an offspring of Tezuka’s
Mushi Productions and with a short release-list free from communist
connotations. The project was under direct involvement of Nakazawa,
hinting at the idea that he might have wanted an option to break free from
the aforementioned leftist image of the bomb in film, as his direct access to
the production allowed him to make changes as he saw fit.
Unlike Na kazawa, A k izuk i was already an adult when he
experienced the atomic bombing of Nagasaki. He came from a big family,
had graduated from Kyoto Imperial University’s medical school and
his profession probably shaped his impression of the bombing and its
aftermaths. Employed at the radiation treatment center of the Nagasaki
University of Medicine, Akizuki had gained experiences with the effects
of radiation. While Akizuki was only slightly further removed from the
hypocenter than Nakazawa, his habit of prioritizing his work over personal
matters might have been crucial. During the bombing, Akizuki was at
the center of his daily activities, the St. Francis Hospital. Not having to
wander through the devastated city after the bombing spared him of
some of the most haunting images produced by the bomb. He apparently
did not have to concern himself with tasks like food procurement either,
as he was needed at the hospital and others would take care of supplying
him with the essentials. Akizuki’s personal losses too were smaller than
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those of Nakazawa. Akizuki’s involvement with peace activism then
started when he left the St. Francis Hospital for a four year period of selfexperimentation with diet-based treatment of radiation sickness. During
this time he also wrote a first title on the atomic bomb, the 1949 article Chi
ni mamireta Isshūkan. In 1966, this diary-styled text found direct transition
into Nagasaki Genbakuki. Penning two more volumes on the Nagasaki
bombing, Akizuki became a respected figure in Nagasaki-based peace
activism, for example representing Japan at the 1982 UN Special Session
on Disarmament. Following an asthmatic attack in 1992, he remained in
a vegetative state until his death in October 2005. To this day, Nagasaki
1945, rather a memorial to the 60th anniversary of the end of the war than
a commercial project, is the only adaptation of Akizuki’s books. Leaning on
Mushi Productions, the production was also in territory free from political
associations.
The second major research aspect was a point analysis of the two
films in terms of their use of time, their actual depiction of the bombing
and non-Japanese characters and eventually a comparison with those points
in the original texts. In Barefoot Gen, the time-criterion first points at the
narrative environment in which it positions the audience. While there is
occasional narration, the latter never makes it clear that the story is being
told in review, thus the experience is that the story is the “present”. The
narrative then shows 5 distinct sections and includes a notion of Mono
no Aware at the end. The film sometimes noticeably changes its narrative
pace, for example during the bombing scene. The latter’s starting point is
subject to discussion, making its length of three to six minutes, or up to 7
% of the movies running time, conditional to individual viewpoints. Yet it
is depicting only a few seconds of events and is nearly non-existent in the
Manga. During the scene, the camera angles at times change into positions
that are unique within the movie and the camera frequently occupies
physically inaccessible positions. Suspense musical accompaniment, audible
only to the audience and not to the characters in the story, works to position
the audience outside of the scene.
The only non-Japanese Asian character to be found in the film
is Gen’s family’s neighbor, Korean Mr. Boku. A clear identification of his
ethnicity however requires intertextual knowledge of the Manga, as he not
only does not differ from Japanese characters in the way he is drawn, but he
also speaks Japanese in Hiroshima dialect rather than with a Korean accent.
Unlike him, US forces and their avatars in the film are easily distinguishable.
The only personnel actually shown are the crew members of the Enola Gay.
They are drawn in a style that greatly differs from the one used for Japanese
characters, for example without pupils in their eyes, which is making it a
fair assumption that the Americans are to be understood as so different,
that they indeed might not only be foreigners, but “non-humans”. This
reading is being reinforced by any other occasions on which “Americans”
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are making an appearance in the film – always being represented through
planes, always limited to scenes in which these planes bring death and
devastation to Japan. Generally speaking, Barefoot Gen as an Anime is filled
with indicators for a shift towards a more conservative, Japan-victimizing
approach that would mirror the thought of Nakazawa wanting to distance
his work from the political left.
In Nagasaki 1945 the entire story is a clear, narrator-led retelling
of the past. The movie does not employ any distortions of time and the
bombing scene as alleged climax at 12 minutes into the film disrupts a
structuring as in Barefoot Gen. Any hints of ‘Mono no Aware’ are being
consequently denied. The bombing scene is, with between 1 and 2½
minutes, strikingly concise. It unfolds in real time, but sequentially repeats
as it takes shots of the same occurrences from different angles and positions.
The camera is never located in or uses any un-established or not re-used
positions or angles. While some of the camera positions are physically
inaccessible locations, most of the shots are on level with the characters or
from their points of view. The camera also is being shaken by the impact of
the shockwave and the light musical accompaniment leading into the scene
is audible to both the characters in the story and the audience. It is safe
to assume that the film tries to make the audience “eye-witnesses” of the
bombing.
Nagasaki 1945 does not depict or mention any Asian non-Japanese
characters affected by the bomb. The depiction of western foreigners
however is extensive and the near opposite of that in Barefoot Gen. There
is no difference in drawing styles and visible machinery is being left out.
Western foreigners in the narrative are even acting more sympathetically
towards the Japanese civilians they encounter than the Japanese authorities
that make the screen. All this however happens in accordance to Akizuki’s
records in Nagasaki Genbakuki.
Basing on this analysis, trying to position the two texts among
other Anime leads to various realizations. For one, Barefoot Gen was
released prior to all other major War Anime and could break ground
with graphic images that so far had not been accepted in Anime titles,
delivering an impacting “freshness”. The story’s alterations mentioned
above led the plot closer to the conservative pattern of a foreign aggressor
threatening Japan that had already been around in various SF titles reduced
public resistance and now available home video systems supported the
distribution. Nagasaki 1945 however had been produced after graphic
contents had exceeded the peak of their acceptance in Anime, deliver any
other “new” visuals or exploit new means of distribution. Yet, both titles are
connected through a string of circumstances, such as the relationship of the
production studios.
In conclusion, Barefoot Gen seems to have bent towards a more
conservative position in its Anime adaptation, seeking to thus free itself

from any communist connotations that could have been seen through the
Manga`s publishing history or the already existing image of A-bomb movies.
The early release and favorable timing with the emergence of home video
systems enabled Barefoot Gen to easily grow into its influential position.
Nagasaki 1945 on the other hand stuck to its “template”, but, despite critical
acclaim, failed to become influential due to its limited distribution. For these
reasons, while the atomic bombings in Anime are undoubtedly important
for the formation of Japan`s collective memory of the war and the atomic
bombs, Barefoot Gen in its monopolistic position throws the depiction of
the historic bombings in Anime off-balance toward conservative narratives.
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Cha ng ing na m ing prac t ices in Japa n a nd t he Un ited States:
Similar values, differing social impacts?

Giancarla Unser-Schutz
Rissho University
giancarlaunserschutz@ris.ac.jp

Introduction

The changes being experienced in Japan and the US may be best
approached visually, through looking at charts of the top-ranked male and
female names. There are currently two major resources for names research:
the Social Security Administration (2016), which releases all of the names
given to more than five children every year in the US going back to 1880
data, and Meiji Yasuda Life Insurance (2015a, 2015b), which releases the
top-ten names amongst all of the children born to enrollees each year,
with historical data from 1912 and later. While Meiji Yasuda’s data is not
as extensive as the SSA’s data in the US, such records are unlikely to be
publicized given the family register system and how birth records are
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Changes in Names in the US and Japan: An Overview

Giancarla Unser-Schutz

In recent years in both Japan and the United States, there has
been an increased turn-over in the top-ranking names from year to year, and
the names being given themselves appear to be coming from an increasingly
diverse pool. Certain similarities in the changes being experienced in these
two countries may speak to greater shared characteristics and values of
contemporary society. However, while they may appear to be superficially
similar, there are in fact many differences behind the changes in naming
practices in Japan and the US. Although the rise of unique names in both
countries appears to be related to the spread of individualistic values (see
Ogihara et al., 2015 on Japan, and Twenge, Abebe, & Campbell, 2010 on the
US), many of the changes in naming practices in the United States appear
to be related to trends within certain ethnic groups, particularly African
Americans. In comparison, while changes in naming practices seem to be
more common across the board in Japan, popular discourse suggests that
they are being interpreted as a marker of education, and by connection,
social class. By comparing how naming practices in Japan and the US have
changed over the last 100-plus year period, I seek to show how the analysis
of naming practices may be useful for exploring social change.

v

managed in Japan (see Chapman & Krogness, 2014 for details), making it
the largest continuous historical data set currently available. Since Meiji
Yasuda’s earliest data is from 1912, for purposes of comparison, I have
selected the data from 1912-2012, with two additional mid-points (1945 and
1978), for both Japan and the US. In order to trace changes over time, for
data from the US, names which repeated were assigned one color to visualize
their changing ranks (Tables 1-2). Since Japanese is more hospitable to the
creation of new names than English, pure repetition is less meaningful.
Thus, in addition to repeat names (blue), names with kanji numbers (orange),
1-kanji names (green), names written in the kana syllabaries (gray) and
names ending in –ko (yellow) —all common structural characteristics of
some Japanese names—were also assigned colors (Tables 3-4).
Table 1: Most popular male names in the US, 1912-1945-1978-2012

1945

1978

2012

1
2
3
4
5
6

John
William
James
Robert
Joseph
George

James
Robert
John
William
Richard

Michael
Jason
Christopher
David
James

Jacob
Mason
Ethan
Noah
William

7
8
9
10

Charles
Edward
Frank
Thomas

David
Charles
Thomas
Michael

Matthew
John
Robert
Brian

Liam
Michael
Jayden
Alexander

Ronald

Joseph

Aiden

Table 2: Most popular female names in the US, 1912-1945-1978-2012

Rank

1912

1945

1978

2012

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mary
Helen
Dorothy
Margaret
Ruth
Mildred
Anna
Elizabeth
Frances
Marie

Mary
Linda
Barbara
Patricia
Carol
Sandra
Nancy
Sharon
Judith
Susan

Jennifer
Melissa
Jessica
Amy
Heather
Amanda
Angela
Sarah
Michelle
Nicole

Sophia
Emma
Isabella
Olivia
Ava
Emily
Abigail
Mia
Madison
Elizabeth
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1912
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Rank

Table 3: Most popular male names in Japan, 1912-1945-1978-2012

Rank

1912

1945

1978

2012

1
2

正一

勝

誠

蓮

清

勇

大輔

颯太

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

正雄

進

直樹

大翔

正

清

剛

大和

茂

勝利

亮

翔太

武雄

博

大介

湊

正治

勲

聡

悠人

三郎

弘

健

大輝

正夫

稔

健一

蒼空

一郎

修

学

龍生

How to Analyze Changes in Naming Practices

Rank

1912

1945

1978

2012

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

千代

和子

陽子

結衣

ハル

幸子

久美子

陽菜

ハナ

洋子

智子

結菜

正子

節子

裕子

結愛

文子

弘子

恵

ひなた

ヨシ

美智子

理恵

心春

千代子

勝子

香織

心愛

キヨ

信子

愛

凜

9

静子

美代子

真由美

美桜

10

はる

京子

恵子

芽依・優奈・
美結・心咲
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As the tables show, there is increased diversity in the top10 in both countries, with few of the names in 2012 featured in the top10 in the previous data points. In the US, the percentage of names taken
up by the most popular names has also fallen. In 2012, the most popular
male and female names took up just 0.94% and 1.15% of all names,
respectively, yet in 1912, the most popular took up 5.45% and 5.51% (Social
Security Administration, U.S.A., 2016). In Japan, ties within the top-10
are increasingly frequent, and few of the name-exclusive suffixes popular
previously (e.g., –ko for women), are seen now. Interestingly, the most
popular female names in 2012 in both countries had less in common with
names from the previous data points than the male names, suggesting that
these changes are especially effecting women.

Giancarla Unser-Schutz

Table 4: Most popular female names in Japan, 1912-1945-1978-2012

There are at least three ways of analyzing changing naming
practices: t he factors licensing change; the nature of the changes
themselves; and the social factors motivating change. In regards to the
factors licensing change, Japan and the US both offer a high degree of
freedom in naming, with the naming process relatively unregulated (Table
5). This is not always the case: in Iceland, names must show their owner’s
gender (Willson, 2009), and in France, one cannot give a name that is
against the child’s best interest (Blume, 1995). The freedom permitted is
part of what enables change in Japan and the US.
Table 5: Regulations surrounding names in Japan and the US (see Yasuoka,
2011 and Larson, 2011 for details on cases and naming laws in Japan and the
US, respectively)

Centrally regulated under Family
Registrar law
Some court cases supported regional
variation (e.g., the Ryū-chan case)
Must use kana, jōyo-kanji, jimmei-yō
kanji or odoriji

Protected centrally under freedom of
speech, due process laws
Individual states have own regulations
Some state restrictions based upon
practicality, e.g., 141 characters in
Arizona, no numerals in Wisconsin
Some states limit names using
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obscenities, e.g., New Jersey
No gender-based restrictions

However, how these changes are realized is very different in
the two countries. Japanese is comparatively linguistically open to new
names (Honda, 2005): kanji can be used to create variation within the
same phonetic realization, and there are many suffixes combinable with
other bases. Most of the current changes relate to these two issues, with a
deep decline in previously popular suffixes for both sexes (Komori, 2002),
and recent names mixing kanji reading types and using non-established
readings, making them difficult to read (Satō, 2007). English is not as open
to new names, and has gone through a long period of standardization
common in Europe ( Wilson, 1998). English naming trends in the US
are instead characterized by recycling, with older names rediscovered,
surnames used as personal names and names switching from male to female
(Lieberson, 2000). Spelling can be manipulated to create diversity as with
Japanese kanji; for example, the name Crystal was given to 815 baby girls in
2012, but apparent variations suggest that it is actually much more common
(Krystal/325, Cristal/188, Kristal/72, Christal/42, Cristel/33, Crystel/13,
Crystelle/7, etc.). Different ethnic and immigrant groups also seem to affect
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Court cases may suggest limitations
when deemed to be abuse of parental
rights, e.g., the Akuma-chan case
No gender-based restrictions

United States

Giancarla Unser-Schutz

Japan

It is difficult to assess the affect these changes will have, if they
have any at all. In the US, individualistic names do not appear to have a clear
negative impact; life outcomes for African American children do not appear
to differ by the types of names they have (Fryer & Levitt, 2004). However,
some reports suggest that individuals with ‘black’ names are negatively
impacted in job searches (Bertrand & Mullainathan, 2004), and there has
been a recent scandal over the TV personality Raven-Symoné’s comments
that she would not hire someone with such names (Grinberg, 2015). In
Japan, it has become common to warn about the potentially negative impact
of new names on children (Makino, 2012). However, such criticism may
reflect a new sense of class crisis. Since education is often seen as a key part
of class differences, and new names appear to be socially construed as being
uneducated, it may be that new names are really being connected (perhaps
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The Social Impact of New Names

Giancarla Unser-Schutz

naming patterns more in the US, with African Americans particularly open
to creating new names (Lieberson & Mikelson, 1995).
Nonetheless, there are many similarities in the social motivations
behind changing naming practices in Japan and US. Naming practices have
a strong relationship with core cultural values (Lieberson & Bell, 1992), and
changes in patterns can reflect changes in those values. Importantly, unique
names have been reported to be associated with individualism for both
Japan and the US: Twenge et al (2010) found that the increased variety of
names in the US corresponds to a rise in individualistic traits, and Ogihara
et al. (2015) found that uniqueness in names in regards to pronunciation
is not only common, but also associated with an increase in individualistic
traits in Japanese society. This commonness of unusual names could be a
function of individualism in modern society.
However, there are also some crucial differences between Japan
and the US. As noted above, some of the changes in naming practices in
the US are associated with specific ethnic groups. Since the 1960s, African
American children have been more likely to have a unique name than
white children (Lieberson & Mikelson, 1995). This appears to be related
to the human rights movement and the Black Panthers (Fryer & Levitt,
2004), situating these changes within a very specific set of historical
circumstances. In Japan, however, new names are not clearly associated with
any one group. They have been found both in northern Japan (Satō, 2007)
and in the larger Tokyo region (Tokuda, 2004), suggesting there are no great
regional differences. However, new names are sharply criticized for how
they use kanji, as exemplified by derogatory new terms such as DQN neemu
‘stupid/uneducated names’. This clearly situates new names as concerning (a
lack of) education in the general public.

Giancarla Unser-Schutz

falsely) with larger social groups by class.
W h i le t he c h a n g i n g so c ia l la nd sc ap es h ave r es u lted i n
superficially similar patterns of change in Japan and the US, the differences
between them also strongly hint at the importance of looking at all of the
different factors involved. Changes in social values may encourage changes
in naming practices, but how such changes are realized is dependent on
legal, linguistic and historical issues. As is the case here, this means that
superficially similar changes can actually be accounted for by different
reasons. Conversely, distinctly different naming practices might also
be influenced by similar changes in values, but the legal, linguistic and
historical factors that mediate how those changes are realized results
superficially different patterns. Furthermore, those factors will also
inf luence what the impact of changing naming practices is on greater
society. In the case of Japan at least, recent names may seem initially
shocking to some, but given that they are not clearly associated with any
one group, they may not have the negative impact that they are often
assumed to have. It goes without saying, however, that further research
based upon income and educational backgrounds is needed to confirm the
validity of popular opinion.
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Behind the declining birthrate (少子化) and the postponement of
marriage ( 晩婚化) in Japan

Muriel Jolivet
Sophia University

In spite of the large number of books discussing at length the
declining birthrate (少子化) and the postponement of marriage ( 晩婚化),
all projects previously initiated (Angel plan), or launched during the Abe
government (womanomics) have so far failed to restore the falling population
curve (TFR 1,42 in 2014).
As Erik Klinenberg shows in Going Solo1, a singleton tendency is

of singletons (see Figure 1) is strongly linked to the “delayed marriage”
phenomenon (晩婚化)3.

Muriel Jolivet

also to be observed elsewhere, not to mention the US, where more than 32
million Americans are “going solo”2. In Japan, the ever increasing number

Figure 1: 年齢階級別未婚率
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Increase in the Number of Singletons observed among different age groups
women

Source: Statistics Bureau, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications « census », 2010

1

The Extraordinary Rise and Surprising Appeal of Living Alone, The Penguin Press, 2012.

2

This represents 28% of all households at the national level and nearly 50% in Washington D.C.
and Manhattan he labels the twin capitals of the solo nation.

3

The mean age at marriage in 2013 is 30.9 for men and 29.3 for women. The mean age at first child
is 30.4 for women. Stats. Ministry of Health Labor and Welfare (人口動態統計 )
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Simultaneously the bankonka phenomenon results in the increase
of the so-called lifelong celibacy (生涯未婚者) [20.1% for men, 10.5% for
women in 2010]. The National Institute of Population of the Ministry of
Health, Labor and Welfare forecasts that in 2030, respectively 29.5% men
and 22.6% women will join the “never married for life” group 4 . These
observations are considered to be a national disaster by the country where
marriage and birth are still strongly linked (merely 2% of births out of
wedlock in Japan, 58% in France). What sets Japan apart is the strong desire
to tie the knot (結婚願望 ). According to the Ministry of Health, Labor and
Welfare, 84.8% of men and 87.7% of women age 18 to 39 express a strong
desire to marry and have children5, while remaining extremely vague about
when this is to happen. In fact (「いずれ」or「いつか」could be rendered as
“when the time comes” or “sooner or later”). The high aspiration to marry
is closely linked to the desire to build a family (60.95%) and to raise children
(45.3%)6.

too much opportunity can have a reverse effect, generating a “kon katsu

4

White paper of the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare, 2011.

5

Figures for 2010.

6

Cabinet Office survey (2013), single men and women between 21 and 30.

7

survey of the National Institute of Population and Social Security Research (2013).

8

Discover 21, 2013 (co-authored with Shirakawa Tôko).
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single does not necessarily mean living alone. Among these 62.2%, 28% said
that they were not looking for a partner either, which was the case for 23.6%
of women in the 51.6% bracket.
Both sexes complain about the lack of opportunities to meet Mars
or Venus. Yet, never has there been as much group dating (合婚 ) and/or miai
parties (見合パーティ) creating opportunities for young men and women to
socialize. Cooperating with restaurants and bars, machi kon「街コン」have
become big events in districts such as Omiya「宮コン」, Ebisu「恵比コン」,
Takadanobaba「馬場コン」, etc. Informal matchmaking is also organized on
trains「鉄道コン」, buses「バスコン」airplanes (空コンJA L X 街コン), power spots
(パワースポット巡り), Buddhist or Shinto temples「寺社コン」or at Disneyland (ディ
ズニーランドコン), not to mention numerous events in the countryside「濃コン」.
Even the Japanese Self-Defense Forces sponsor a “J kon”「Ｊコン」.
A Japanese style speed dating, nicknamed “conveyor belt”
or “sushi-go-round” style ( 回転寿司形式の婚活パーティ―) is also available.
Informal gatherings such as “cooking together” [料理 (合)コン] followed by a
shared meal (hopefully with conversation) is another option.
As the sociologist Yamada Masahiro observes in『「婚活」症候群』8

Muriel Jolivet

Yet 62.2% of single men and 51.6% of single women aged 18 to
39 said they did not have a girl/boyfriend, nor did they have friend/s of the
opposite sex,7 which is the biggest difference between France, where being

burn out syndrome” that is not going to help restoring the TFR.
Satô Gôshi (佐藤剛史), a professor at Kyû Shû university, who
observed that 70% of his students had neither a girlfriend nor a boyfriend,
went as far as to open a seminar on the “science” of marriage「婚学」.
Originally open to 20 students, he received 180 applications. He states that
his book『結婚できる「婚学」教室』9, coauthored by Baba Junko (馬場純子), is
not just another self-help book but a book on the philosophy of life (人生哲学
書 ) aimed at helping “herbivores” overcome their fear of being hurt and/or
dumped and to help them express their inner feelings. Morikawa Tomonori
(森川友義 ), professor at SILS (School of International Liberal Studies) at
Waseda University has also opened, in 2008, a class on “the science of love”
(「恋愛学入門」) which tackles subjects such as love, marriage and love affairs.
He has also written extensively on a subject 10 he believes to be the most
important political problem the nation will yet have to face (わが国の最大の政
治問題 ): the decreasing birthrate and aging population (少子高齢化).

A recent study (『恋愛しない若者たち』11), published by the marketing

burden. Yamada synthesizes, saying that pragmatic as the youth of today
has become, the “cost performance” of love is not considered worthwhile.
Falling in love is regarded as time consuming, implying high risk (of being
rejected) with no return guaranteed…The desire to tie the knot without
having the “burden” of falling in love is a recurrent factor.
It seems that the old matchmaking process is likely to reappear.
A friend of mine, whose hobby is to introduce prospective couples,
acknowledges the fact. All in all, the “love marriage” (88% in 2006-2010 vs
5.3% of o-miai) does not seem to suit the local demand appropriately.

9

集英社 (2013).

10 Among which,『恋ゴコロのすべてがわかる早稲田の恋愛学入門』(2012),『結婚しないの？

できないの？』(2012),『結婚は４人目以降で決めよ』(2010),『なぜ、結婚はうまくいかない
のか？』(2013), etc.
11 Discover 21, 2015.
12「夫はいらない、
欲しいのは子供だけ」
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writer Ushikubô Megumi (牛窪恵 ) backs up the former result. “I want to
marry “itsuka” also came up, but the most striking comment was that the
process of falling in love is considered tedious ( 恋愛は面倒 ) by young men
and women alike. Another amazing answer was “I’d rather have a child
than a husband” 12. It turns out that the courtship process is felt to be a

Muriel Jolivet

Falling in love is “mendokusai”

Figure 2: Evolution of love marriage vs arranged marriage
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National Institute of Population and Social Security Research (2011)

According to the latest government white paper on measures to
face the low birthrate, nearly 40% of singles in their 20s and 30s said that
they did not want a romantic partner. 55.7% of men (57% of women) said
they would rather prioritize hobbies whereas respectively 36.8% and 36%
put their work and studies ahead of romantic relationships. Again 52,6% and
60.1% went so far as to say that relationships are too much of a bother (恋愛
は面倒 ).
Even more alarming for the politicians is the survey of the
Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare which reveals that 15.8% of single
men and 11.6% of single women didn’t want to have children (8.6% and 7.2%
ten years ago).
As Shimojû Akiko ( 下重暁子) observes in her bestselling book,
A Disease Labeled Family(『家族という病』) 13 “nothing is as stressful as
marriage” (結婚ぐらいストレスになる物はないわ). She also wonders why women
should be “obliged” to bear children (女性は子供を産むべきか) when life offers

13 350,000 copies sold.
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Better alone than married?
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such a diversity of challenging occupations.
The feminist Ueno Chizuko recently echoed this, saying that she
forecasts an evolution towards what she labels an age of singletons (非婚時代)
with the birth rate continuing to fall.14
Hôjô Kaya (北条かや) also recently published a book (『本当は結婚
したくない症候群』15, the Syndrome of Not Wanting to Marry) saying that a
majority of persons hide a reluctance to marry behind the so-called desire to
do so. She herself is “around thirty” (アラサー) but sees no point in tying the
knot. I have met a number of young ladies who expressed the same feeling,
life offering enough stimuli to avoid losing one’s freedom. Her book turns a
new leaf, relegating Sakai Junko’s (酒井順子) losers vs winners theory16 to the
past.
After confronting Helen Smith’s point of view [“Men on Strike”;
Why Men Are Boycotting marriage, Fatherhood, and the American Dream –
and Why It Matters17] with that of Okuda Shoko (奥田祥子) in Drifting Men『男
18
性漂流』
, one sometimes wonders whether there remain any advantages for

Muriel Jolivet

either men or women to tie the knot nowadays, a point shared by the French
sociologist François de Singly. “Stop imagining that marriage is a solution
for loneliness”, echoes Barbara Feldon in Living Alone & Loving it, as living
alone has been the most enriching and joyous periods of her life. To this
Ueno Chizuko would answer that whatever the course of life, one always
ends up alone anyway19…
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14 In,『非婚ですが、
それは何か？！』(coauthored with Minashita Kiriu (水無田気流)、ビジネス

社 (2015).
15

青春出版社 (2016).

16『負け犬の遠吠え』(“The distant barking of losing dogs”)、講談社 (2003).
17 Encounter Books (2014).
18

講談社 (2015).

文春文庫
19 See her best-selling series on the topic of « o hitori sama » (『おひとりさまの老後』
(2011),『男おひとりさま道』
文春文庫 (2012),『おひとりさまの最期』朝日新聞出版 (2015).

Transindividuation, ICTs, and English as a ‘Foreign’ Language
in Japan

David Kennedy
Toyo University

in Japan
The field of second language teaching, naturally, has sought
to narrow linguistic and social distances in an effort to afford language
lear ners g reater par ticipation in discourses that w ill expand their
possibilities of engagement and creative expression. T his has been
understandably more of a challenge in so-called ‘foreign language’ contexts,
as learners are geographically, experientially, and therefore psychologically
further removed from and less invested in what is imagined to be a ‘target
language community’. However, the implications of this prevalent ‘target’
metaphor — in short, that foreign language learning is unidirectional, that
the learner is deficient in authority and agency relative to some expert
community ‘out there’ — has understandably come under scrutiny in recent
years.
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Transindividuation, ICTs, and English as a ‘Foreig n’ Lang uage

David Kennedy

This paper explores the potential psychic and social effects of
information and communication technologies (ICTs) on conceptions of
distance, or ‘foreign-ness’, in the learning of English in Japan. The focus
here is on the particularities of Japan’s sociocultural landscape, where
English language learning remains a significant industry with considerable
social presence, yet often with a tenuous connection to sustained and
meaningful semiosic (meaning-making) discourse. Drawing upon SLA,
social theory, and media theory – and in particular Bernard Stiegler’s work
–, the paper argues that technology plays a fundamental role in mediating
between the individual and the collective, and, more specifically, that future
research in EFL will need to evaluate how digital ICTs impact language
learners’ semiotic agency, communicative participation both proximally and
virtually, and transindividuation (psychic and collective becoming), leading
ultimately to a critical rethinking of in what senses English language
learning in Japan can continue to be called ‘foreign’.
Keywords: ICTs, EFL, distance, foreign-ness, Japan, mediation,
semiosis, transindividuation

v
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With discourse over the implications of globalization and
multiculturalism deepening over the past few decades, SLA research (in
both cognitive and social camps) has been affected by a broader evolution in
theories of semiotics and semiotic agency, particularly regarding questions
about the nature of language and what role language users play in it. The
influence of digital technologies has also been significant in accelerating
such a conceptual shift.
These changes should prove particularly relevant, as well as
challenging, for foreign language education in Japan, where, as Seargeant
(2009) notes, discourse about the role of the English language has generally
positioned it as something “brought from outside” (p. 49). The central issue
for English as a foreign language in Japan will hinge on in what ways policy
makers, administrators, curriculum designers, and instructors promote
forms of globalization that re-imagine processes of transindividuation, that
invigorate policies and practices with a critical and social view of meaningmaking in the digital era.
English in Japan: ‘Foreign-ness’ and Semiotic Agency
The starting point for examining this difficult issue is the
question of what English means to those who are affected by its presence
in Japan, what we might call a question of degrees and types of semiotic
agency that are possible in a ‘foreign-like’ context.
Seargeant (2009) argues that Japan’s historical experience with
English has been “associated at every stage with a very specific chronology
of foreign contact, political coercion and even invasion” (p. 50, emphasis
mine). Although one may cite a variety of reasons for the genesis of this
prevailing conceptualization, Seargeant contends that it is the symbolic
value placed on Japanese and English that perpetuates the contrast between
native and foreign. Language is predominantly seen as a cultural property, a
container of national identity, and a hereditary artifact to be protected.
Notions such as t hese a re to some ex tent propagated by
a lucrat ive con su mer ma rket t hat exot icizes ‘ foreig n-ness’ wh ile
simultaneously underscoring the uniqueness of ‘Japanese-ness’. But they
are also promulgated throughout the nation’s education system by decisions
made at the upper echelons of government. The Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technolog y (MEXT) has in recent years
made more ambitious moves toward ‘internationalization’ (kokusaika),
most notably during two separate administrations led by Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe (2006 to 2007, and 2012 to present). The oft-stated motivation
behind these initiatives has been to make Japan more competitive on the
international stage. Take, for example, the prime minister’s policy speech to
the diet early in 2014, in which twice he states the specific goal of education
reforms being the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games (Policy Speech by Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe to the 186th Session of the Diet, 2014).
Byram (2008) notes that the Japanese government’s official line

It is here that the work of Bernard Stiegler is particularly relevant
to the dilemmas of transformation that mark the EFL experience in Japan.
Stiegler (2011) sees a symbiosis between human experience, society, and
technolog y, particularly the technological exteriorization of memory,
or hypomnemata. Regarding the process of becoming a ‘self’, he states:
“hypomnemata are technologies of individuation, such that individuation
is psychic and collective, that is, social and political” (p. 77). Drawing upon
Gilbert Simondon, Stiegler defines ‘individuation’ as the process of the
psychic individual becoming differentiated from others. Paradoxically, this
process occurs only in relationship to others and through the technologies
by which meaning is encoded. And while technologies do exert influence
over the individual, they are also a site of social and political struggle, a
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Transindividuation: Becoming Self and Becoming Other

David Kennedy

on stressing the need for communicative English is explicitly focused on
economic and social benefits, but not on ‘internationalization’ per se, nor
with the attributes of tolerance and open-mindedness that go with it. This
differs greatly from policy documents of other industrialized countries,
notably those in Scandinavia, where “internationalization policies spring
[…] not from economic analysis but from analysis of the relationship of one
country with others, of the ideal of mutual understanding, and of the social
responsibility of rich countries toward poor countries” (p. 29). Toshiaki
Endo, head of Japan’s ruling Liberal Democratic Party’s educational reform
panel, has explicitly stated that the objective of reforming English education
is to ensure that the nation can adapt and compete in a global environment
(Yoshida, 2013, April 8). Endo has also explicitly decried the “excessive
egalitarianism” at schools, in which emphasis is placed on basic English
proficiency for the entire student body.
The future direction of English language education in Japan,
however, will not simply be contingent on the role of English in a globalized
economy in which Japan is a major player, nor on the limited number of
top-level learners who can achieve high TOEFL scores. More crucially, it
will depend on whether and how a greater number of Japanese learners
of English — not merely the elite few — will be able to claim increased
semiotic agency in a language which is still largely considered ‘foreign’.
This is complicated by the fact that the prevailing discourse about language
and subjectivity in Japan (as outlined above) has not kept pace with global
developments in sociolinguistics and language pedagogy. In particular, the
paradigms of inside/outside, Japanese/non-Japanese, national/international
that have so strongly influenced language policy in Japan largely ignore the
political dynamics of a mediated transindividuation: a mediation between
the individual, the collective, and technology.

David Kennedy
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nexus where identity, community, and determination are forged.
T his political aspect of Stiegler’s philosophy has cr ucial
implications for the role of ICTs in the EFL experience, especially in terms
of how the disorientating nature of what he calls ‘industrial temporal
objects’ affect the commodity of the ‘other-ness’ that is often central to
language learning from a distance. Does digital technology afford EFL
learners greater self-determination, or less? Does it bring them into greater
transindividuation with ‘the other’, or does it simply provide more frequent,
but also more trivial, intercultural exchanges? Does it give them a more
powerful voice in the virtual community, or do learners become absorbed
into an aggregate of clichéd ‘globalized’ discourses? These issues of identity
in English language learning in Japan will only become more complicated as
people become more networked.
Rainie and Wellman (2012) describe a new social operating
system of ‘networked individualism’. The defining characteristic of this
social shift is that “people function more as connected individuals and
less as embedded group members” (p. 12). Their exhaustive study details
how, in networked societies, people have been able and willing to exploit
relationships that are more physically and emotionally remote.
Rainie and Wellman’s research subverts conventional notions
of culture and identity by providing strong evidence that people do not
operate in “bounded, insulated, and homogeneous groups” (2012, p. 34),
but rather in “fluid and changing networks” (p. 36). Therefore, although
traditional discourses on affiliation and identity would lead us to believe
otherwise, ‘being Japanese’ is no longer a particularly descriptive account
of the networked realities of the people who live within prescribed
geographic, political, and cultural borders. The evolution and spread of
digital technologies is bound to further erode ‘Japanese-ness’ as a marker of
identity. As Rainie and Wellman predict, networked individuals “are likely
to test partial membership in more milieus and rely less on permanent
membership in settled groups” (p. 297). The digitalized future is likely one
in which people increasingly interact in social meaning making within
loosely knit and spatially dispersed networks.
T he ef fec t s of t h is d ig it a l for m of telepis temolog y a nd
telepresence on foreign language learning will undoubtedly become a
significant research direction in SL A in the coming years. It will not
be a simple endeavor. Kramsch (2009) characterizes the virtual online
multilingual self as beset by paradoxes: both presence and the illusion of
presence; both unique and irreversible acts and reversible performances;
both historically and spatially bounded events and events in relational
time-space; both embodied experience and simulation. In short, living as
an extended self is “both exhilarating and anxiety-producing”. (p. 177). For
EFL learners in Japan, whether this ambivalence exacerbates or mitigates
the tension between internationalism (kokusaika) and nativism — including
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popular theories of ‘Japanese-ness’ (nihonjinron) — will remain an area of
great debate in language policy and pedagogy.
For the multiling ual self, K ramsch (20 09) is hopeful that
through digital media, extended selfhood and hyperreality can “liberate
communication from the social and cultural constraints imposed by the real
world and facilitate the acquisition and use of another language through
encounters in cyberspace” (p. 180).
Stiegler (2012), however, rightly expresses concern that the
digital network society has produced “new attentional forms … [that]
inaugurate a new process of psychic and collective individuation” (p. 5). He
particularly criticizes enthusiasts of networked individualism who blindly
trust that participation in (or attention to) the production of “collaborative
metadata” is inherently democratic. Stiegler’s emphasis on the importance
of ‘critical knowledges’ has crucial implications for language learning. With
ICTs rapidly changing how EFL learners in Japan relate to the ‘foreignness’ of English, bringing them digitally ‘closer’ to participation in a wider
world of meaning-making, educators must find ways to, as Stiegler (2012)
puts it, “contribute to the conception of psycho-social techniques capable
of supporting digital processes of critical transindividuation” (p. 15). This
will require vigilance against the de-humanizing and controlling forces
of connectivity/globalization for its own sake, a shallow populism, and an
unrecognized but omnipresent consumerism that disrupt an embodied life
of depth and self-determination. At the same time, educators need to see
foreign language learning as yet another mediation that leads to psychic
and cultural transindividuation, an expansion of the capacity to create
meaning, community, and possibility.
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1. 所在地
〒 169-805 東京都新宿区西早稲田 1- 6 -1
早稲田大学国際教養学部 ディヴィッド・辛島研究室

Assistant Professor David Karashima Lab.,
School of International Liberal Studies, Waseda University
1-6-1 Nishi-Waseda, Shinjuku-ku, Tok yo 169-8050 Japan
E-mail: kokusainihon@g mail.com
U R L: http://iajs.net

2. 役員（2014 年度）
名誉会長

飯島武久 / 山形大学 名誉教授

Honor a r y P r esident: Ta keh i s a I iji m a / P r ofess or E mer it u s at Ya m a g at a
University

会長

木村公一 / 早稲田大学 教授

President: Koichi Kimura / Professor at Waseda University

副会長

チャールズ・カベル / 東洋大学 准教授

Vice-President: Charles Cabell / Associate Professor at Toyo University

事務局長
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マージ・リー / 早稲田大学 教授

理事（会計） 冨田 かおる / 山形大学 教授

Director ( Treasure): Kaor u Tomita / Professor at Yamagata University

理事（会計監査） 廣田 孝 / 京都女子大学 教授

Director (Auditor): Takashi Hirota / Professor at Kyoto Women’s University

理事（総務） 前﨑信也 / 京都女子大学 准教授

Director (G eneral A ffairs): Shinya Maeza k i / A ssociate Professor at Kyoto
Women's University

理事

中島友子 / 神戸医療福祉大学 教授

理事

イアン・ラックストン / 九州工業大学 教授

理事

ミュリエル・ジョリヴェ / 上智大学 教授

理事

ディヴィッド・辛島 / 早稲田大学 非常勤講師

Director: Tomoko Nakashima / Professor at Kobe University of Welfare
Director: Ian Ruxton / Professor at Ky ushu Institute of Technolog y
Director: Muriel Jolivet / Professor at Sophia University
Direc tor: Direc tor (Secret a r y- G enera l) Dav id K a rash ima / A ssist a nt
Professor at Waseda University

国際日本学会 概要 / Outline of IAJS

Director (Secretar y-General): Maji R hee / Professor at Waseda University

3. 会費
一般会員／入会金：¥2,000、年会費：¥5,000

Reg u la r Member / Reg ist rat ion Fee: 2 ,0 0 0 yen, A n nua l Member sh ip Fee:
5,0 0 0 yen

学生会員／入会金：¥1,000、年会費：¥3,000

St udent Member / Reg ist rat ion Fee: 1,0 0 0 yen, A n nua l Member sh ip Fee:
3,0 0 0 yen

維持会員／入会金：¥3,000、年会費：¥10,000

Pat r on Memb er / Reg i s t r at ion Fee: 3, 0 0 0 yen , A n nu a l Memb er sh ip Fee:
10,0 0 0 yen

当日発表会員／発表費：¥5,000（入会せずに発表を希望する場合）
Conference Presentation Fee for Non-members: 5,0 0 0 yen

当日聴講会員／聴講費：¥2,000（学生：¥1,000）

Conference Reg istration Fee for Non-members: 2,0 0 0 yen (Student: 1,0 0 0
yen)
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Bylaws

Section 1: General Bylaws
1. (Name)
The association shall be called 'The International Association for Japan Studies'.
2. (Members)
Anyone interested in Japanese culture and Japan, irrespective of nationality, is
able to become a member of the association.
3. (Lang uage)
Regardless of the nationality of its members, as a rule, the association shall use
English within the association and its research meetings.
Section 2: Objectives and Activities
4. (Objectives)
This association is established to promote study by foreign scholars and
Japanese scholars as individuals or jointly, of all aspects of Japan, with a focus
on the humanities and social sciences. The association, using the international
lingua franca, English, as its common language, will publish in English with the
aim of promoting mutual understanding between Japan and other countries.
5. (Activities)

Section 3: Organization
6. (Executive)
The association will consist of the following executive members:
1. President (1 person),
2. Honorary Presidents (small group),
3. Advisors (small group),
4. Vice-President (1 person),
5. Secretary/Treasurer (general business, accounting, 1 person),
6. Executive Members (small group),
7. Accountant (1).
7. (Duties)
The association has determined that the following duties will be carried out by
the executive.
1. The President will represent the association and oversee its meetings.
2. The Vice-President will assist the President in administering the
association.
3. The executive will hold executive meetings in order to deliberate upon
important matters relating to the running of the association. Meetings
of the executive will be chaired by the President.
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T he association in order to achieve t he aforementioned objectives has
established the following activities.
1. The holding of regular meetings and research conferences and general
meetings.
2. Academic exchanges between researchers and research organizations
both in Japan and overseas.
3. Any other activities deemed necessary to carry out its purposes.

4. The Secretary/Treasurer will supervise the administrative work of the
association.

5. The Auditor will audit the account.
8. (Election)
The election of the executive and term of office shall proceed as follows:
1. The President and Auditor will be nominated by the executive and then
confirmed by a general meeting of the association.
2. The Vice-President and executive members, including the Secretary/
Treasurer (general affairs and accounting), will be nominated by the
President and after confirmation by the executive will be approved by
the general meeting of the association.
3. The term of office of the executive shall be two years, except for special
circumstances, and as a rule, any extension of office will be limited to
one other term of two years, thus arriving at a total of 4 years. However
advisors will not subject to this rule. If a member of the executive is
replaced during his term of office, the replacement will serve out the
remaining term of the person who is replaced.
9. (Honorar y Presidents - Advisors)

1. The association will be able to appoint a small number of Honorary
Presidents and Advisors.

2. Honorary Presidents and Advisors, if so requested by the President, will
3.

be able to attend meetings of the executive as required and to assist in
the general running of the association.
Honorary Presidents and Advisors will be nominated by the President
and after receiving the approval of the executive, will be confirmed at
the general meeting of the association.

10.(General Meeting)

1. General Meetings will be called for by the President at least once a year.

Section 4: Accounting
11.(Expenses)
The expenses of the association shall be paid through income received from
association membership fees.
12.(Fiscal Year)
The financial year applying to the association will commence from the 1st of
April every year and run until the 31st March the following year.
13.(Report)
After receiving the approval of the Accountant the financial report of the
association will be presented at the annual general meeting once a year.
Section 5: Changes in the Bylaws
14.(Changes)
Changes in the bylaws must be approved by a quorum at the annual general
meeting.
(Additional Provision)

1. The Bylaws of the Association came into being on the 1st of April 2005.
2. The Bylaws, Article 6 (Executive – 2. Honorary Presidents), Article 8

(Election – 3) and Article 9 (Honorary Presidents - Advisors – 1,2,3)
were revised at the General Meeting of the 4th Convention on November
14, 2008.
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2.

However if necessary extraordinary meetings can also be called.
Resolutions of the general meeting must be passed by a quor um
consisting of over half of those present.

国際日本 学 会（IAJS）
2016 年度 研 究発 表 申込 要項

国際日本学会（IAJS) 2016 年度研発表大会（第 12 回大会）は、2016 年 12 月 10 日（土）、
午前 11 時から午後 6 時半にわたって、立命館大学アート・リサーチセンター（京都）で開催
されます。発表希望者は下記の要項に従って、お申し込みください。
送付：

申込書は、e-mail により、本文（plain text）に記入し、且つ、
（文
字化け対策のため）同じ内容を記入したテキスト・ファイル（拡張子
txt のファイル）をも添付して送ってください。

申し込み締切：

2016 年 10 月 31 日

申込先：

〒 605 -8501 京都市東山区今熊野北日吉町 35 番地
京都女子大学 家政学部
前﨑信也研究室
「国際日本学会」第 12 回大会申込受付 係

メールアドレス：

s_maezaki@yahoo.co.jp

電話・ファックス：

075 -531-7250

［氏名］
申し込み者氏名。日本国籍の場合は、日本語及び英語で、外国籍の場合は、外国名とカタ
カナで書いてください。

［略歴］
英語または日本語で一枚に書いてください。
・代表的な著書または、論文１点（題名、出版年、発行機関など）
・研究分野又はテーマ
・国籍
・申し込み者連絡先（氏名、現住所、e-mail、電話番号）
［発表題名］
英語及び日本語で書いてください。
［発表要旨］
（英語）300 Words 以内で書いてください。
［発表費用］
国際日本学会会員は無料です。入会されずに発表を希望なさる場合、当日に口頭発表費用と
して 5,000 円をお納めください。

国際日本学会（IAJS）2016 年度研究発表申込要項

［所属］
申し込み者の所属機関が日本にある場合は、英語及び日本語で、また教授、准教授、講師、
院生などの地位も書いてください。
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2016 Guidelines
for Submitting Conference Proposals

The 2016 Conference of the IAJS will be held on Saturday, December 10 at Art Research
Center at Ritsumeikan University in Kyoto. Applicants wishing to submit proposals for
conference papers should follow the guidelines below:

–– Proposals should be sent by e-mail in plain text and with an attached text
file.

–– Application should be sent by 31 October, 2016 to the address below:
s_maezaki@yahoo.co.jp
• E-mail:
Address:
The International Association for Japan Studies
•
c/o Dr. Shinya Maezaki,
Kyoto Women's University,
35 Imakumano Kitahiyoshi-cho, Higashiyama-ku,
Kyoto 605-8501 JAPAN

• Tel & Fax: +81-75-531-7250
[Name]
For a Japanese name, both in Japanese and English.
For a foreign name, both in foreign and Katakana.
[Institution]
If relevant, include Rank (e.g. Professor, Associate Professor, Ph.D.Cand.).
If the institution is in Japan, then the name should be given in both English and Japanese.
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[Title of Paper]
In English and Japanese.

2016 Guidelines for Submitting Conference Proposals

[Précis]
In English, 300 words or less.
[Brief CV]
In English or Japanese.
[Publication]
Title of one book or one article (with title, year of publication, name of the journal, etc.).
・Research Field or Topic
・Nationality
・Contact Address: Name, address, e-mail, and telephone number.
[Conference Presentation Fee]
All the members are free to participate in the IAJS conferences. Conference Presentation
Fee for non-members is 5,000 yen.

Guidelines for Submission to
The IAJS Journal

The International Association for Japan Studies (IAJS) issues one number per year,
selecting papers of outstanding quality. To submit a paper, please follow the guidelines
specified below.

1. Submissions will be accepted only from current members of the IAJS. The annual
membership fee must have been paid prior to the time of submission. (One of
submitters submitting joint papers must be a member of the IAJS.)

2. Submitters submitting papers based on presentations given in the annual
conference of the IAJS should make this clear at the time of submission. (Papers
submitted for review may not have been published, accepted for publication or
be under review elsewhere.) The deadline for submission of papers based on
presentations is May 31 the year following the conference.

3. When submitting a paper, the three items below should be submitted by e-mail as
attachments, formatted as MICROSOFT WORD files.

a: Papers should not exceed 7,000 words, including the main text and any

footnotes, but excluding bibliography, tree diagrams, tables, graphs,
numerical formulae and figures. Submitters, especially those whose
first language is not English, are expected to have had their papers
thoroughly edited to eliminate any potential problems with syntax prior
to submission.
submitters, especially those whose first language is not English, are expected
to have their writing thoroughly edited to eliminate any potential problems
with syntax prior to submission.

c: Cover letter should include the title, author’s name, affiliated institution,
contact address, phone number, fax number (if available), e-mail address and
reference details, when applicable, to any presentations the author may have
given dealing with research covered in the paper.

4. Notes on Style
a: Place all notes at the end of the paper.
b: For other points concerning style, please follow The MLA Handbook for

Writers of Research Papers, which we recommend, or if preferred, a standard
alternative.

5. When submitting by electronic mail, send the paper, synopsis and cover letter

to the chief editor of The IAJS Journal (Prof. Charles Cabell, e-mail: cabell@
toyo.jp) with “Paper for Submission” in the Subject line. Filenames must be brief
and consist only of alphanumeric letters. Within one week after receiving a
submission, the chief editor will send an acknowledgement of receipt by e-mail.
In the event that an acknowledgement is not received within a week, please resend the submission to ensure it has been received. Failure to do so may result in
the paper not being considered for review.

6. The Editorial Board retains sole responsibility for accepting or rejecting papers
submitted for review.

Guidelines for Submission to The Journal of IAJS

b: English Synopsis must be 600 words or fewer in length. As mentioned,
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7. In principle, authors will receive two proofs and will be responsible for all

corrections. Corrections are strictly limited to typographical and factual errors.
In no case will amendments to content be accepted. Contributors will receive 20
free off-prints. The IAJS reserves the right to make published papers available in
electronic form.

8. Authors will collectively share the costs for publication of The IAJS Journal.

Consequently, authors living inside of Japan will need to send a publishing fee
(20,000 yen) by the transfer slip at the post office within ten days after receiving
notification that their paper has been accepted. The transfer slip will be sent to
authors by the Treasurer of the IAJS (Pro. Kaoru Tomita, e-mail: kaoru@human.
kj.yamagata-u.ac.jp). Authors living outside of Japan will pay in cash (20,000 yen)
in exchange for The IAJS Journal at the annual conference of the IAJS instead of
using post-office transactions.

Inquires to Pro. Charles Cabell (Toyo University), e-mail: cabell@toyo.jp
E-mail:

djkarashima@hotmail.com

Office:		
		
		
		

Assistant Prof. David Karashima
School of International Liberal Studies
Waseda University
1-6-1, Nishi-Waseda, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 1698050 Japan

URL: 		

http://www.iajs.net/
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